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PREFACE

The Planning Committee for the Fourth National Institutional Research
Forum determined in its initial meeting that some of the basic issues in the
area of institutional research should be presented and discussed at the Forum.
These basic issues were broadly structured in the presented form so that in-
stitutional research as a discipline could be subjected to careful analysis.

The Forum itself was structured to provide a series of general seminars
each of which was re3ated to a common area of concern and followed by a spe-
cial seminar where questions and discussion were held. Thus the continuity
of presented papers and the freedom of discussion were combined for each
area of concern.

The presentation of papers follows the sequence given in the program of

the Forum. The reader should glance through the program to familiarize
himself with this sequence and to more fully comprehend the continuity of the
papers.

The publication of the proceedings of this conference on institutional
research is limited to those papers presented during the general seminars.
The participation of the audience in these general seminars and the subsequent
discussion by the participants of the Forum during the special seminars cannot
be noted in these pages, but their value and contribution to the Forum were Sig-
nificant.

It is the hope that the publication of these prOceedings will contribute to
anunderstanding of institgational research as a multi-discipline and to its
rationale in planning and evaluation in the educational_ sphere. On behalf of
the,Preltnrcing Committee, I wish to thank the author's for releasing their papers

,

of 'the Farum sessions for publIcation.



PART I

A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH:

THREE POINTS OF VIEW

Presented by

Samuel Baskin
Director of Program Development and Research

in Education
Antioch College

Stuart Grout
Director of Academic Services
Boston University

Robert E. Hubbard
Director of Institutional Research
Wayne State University
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Samuel Baskin
Antioch College

My comments will be quite brief and are simply designed to express a
point of view about the role the institutional research service should play in the
total college or university setting. I've organized my comments under the
title: The Educational Researcher: Change Agent or Safety Man? The title is
in and of itself tell-tale.

Several years ago in an article in the Phi Delta Kappan, Phil Coombs,
then executive secretary of the Fund for the Advancement of Eduction, asked:

"What would. happen_if every .institution.of_higher learning liad
an able top official in charge of research and development, a vice-
president in charge of heresy? His job would be to welcome
fresh ideas, to encourage the trying out of new approaches, to eval-
uate the results, and to pass these on, good and bad alike, to
colleages in his own and other settings. "

My thesis today is that educational and/or institutional researchers--and
I intend to use the designations interchangeably--need to be taking a far more
active rol=t in the innovation and exploration of new program ideas in higher
education. The rationale behind my argument is that higher education has for
too long allowed itself to be caught up in its own straight-jacket ;.-)f traditions
and customs in teaching and learning. Despite recent developments in higher
education, the change agent is still badly needed. My suggestion today is that
the educational researcher assume this role and give it top priority in the
running of his shop.

Something has been missing for far too long, which I suspect relates to
our own unwillingness to examine our assumptions about teaching and learning,
and to our unreadiness to ask ourselves Some questions about how we go about
the educational process. Someone needs to take hold. Why not the educational
researcher?

I am not, of course, suggesting that institutional researchers drop every-
thing and begin now to turn their attention to a massive study of the college drop-
out. I am, however, suggesting that we have for too long been seen as the
institutions' data collection and statistical analysis service. It's time we got
into the college classroom a great deal more than has been the case.

I would argue then for a framework for research which defines the job of
the educational researcher in the following order:

(1) The researcher must take the initiative and responsibility in encourag-
ing experimentation and research in new ways of teaching and learning. He
must serve as the motivating force, or what will be at times the unwelcome
prodder, in. pressing the establishmrnt for examining what the university does
and how it goes about its business.

What about the ways by which we have organized for teaChing and learning?
What kinds of experiences should,the student have in learning--how much teacher
aid, how much classroom activity, and how much learning on one,'s own? What
about peer-group arid otlier non-classroom influences in learning? Who teaches
what, and how does learning really happen,?
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(2) The office should have both a research and assessment function, It
is not enough, of course, to suggest that the educational, research office regard
its central function to be encouraging educational experimentation, and to let
it go at that. We must do more than simply stir up the trouble, for with the
experimentation must come adequate plans for evaluation and assessment. It
is most important that someone other than 'the initiator of the idea .or_. the
experimentor do the evaluation.

(3) The educational research office must, of course, continue to
Serve as a significant arm of the college in long-range planning and projec-
tions. The budgeta.ey analyses, enrollment projections, space utilization, and
class-size studies cannot and should not be shoved elsewhere. However, these
activities should not dominate as the major, if not sole, function of the research
office.

It is, of course, easy enough to propose revolution and then to pack one's
bags and go home. Before I do pack my bags, I should at least offer a few
suggestions as to how one can make some inroads and begin to effect change,
if not cause the revolution itself. I draw here largely from our own experiences
at Antioch.

(1) Establish faculty project grants. The faculty project grant can serve
a most useful function in tapping fac'llty creativity and in opening up ideas.
Several years ago we announced that we were putting a small sum into the office
budget for faculty projects and research. This was to be a strictly no-red-tape
operation. We .simply put a note in Faculty-Notes announcing that the funds
were available and were designed to encourage faculty members to develop any
project or idea that they perhaps had long wanted to try out but had simply
never gotten around to doing. We would reimburse faculty for a week's salary
(although we knew well that most faculty members would probably wind up
spending several weeks, if not months, on the project) and provide secretarial
and clerical assistance where needed in the first year of the announcement'Of
.the geroject Monies, we had thirty faculty members working with a wide variety
of 'ideas ranging from small-scale, try-out studies in which they experimented
with their own teaching methods to more elaborate proposals relating to college
course offerings and new program ideas, including in one case a proposal for
the establishment of a new experimental college within our own experimental
college.

(2) Try bringing in the consultant. No man is an expert in his own home;
but bring in the outside consultant, and by and large the faculty will listen.
There is much happening all around us in new methods of teaching and learning,
in the use of the new media and technology, in the use of independent study, etc.
Faculties, let along ourselves, need to be kept abreast of what's happening.
The outside expert serves as one way of doing this.

(3) Get out a memo to the faculty newsletter, bulletin, or what have you,
but find some way of summarizing- and I mean summarizingsome of the
developments that are occurring on the higher educational scene. No one has
time to read these days, even in his own field. The qUick summary of develop-
ments, issued at regular intervals, can do a great deal in keeping faculties on
their toes and open to ideas.

(4) Try the faculty workshop.idea. Get a group 6f faculty together simply
to talk about what they do in their coui'ses .and classrooms, the objectives they
seek, and how they try to achieve these objectives.' It is amazing hoW little we
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know about what the next guy does and how ready most faculties are, given the
proper climate for give-and-take exchange, to seek help and learn from each
other.

This, then, is a plza for a new image for the institutional and educational
researcher. It is a plea that we assume more of the initiative for innovation
and experimentation in higher education. It is a plea that we put our money
where it really counts--on the teaching and learning firing line--or better
still, on furthering the education df the student.
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. What 16.nds of contributions can ygur studies make to the solution of
the particular administrative problem or problems at hand?

2. If he is given an administrative problem or problems, what kinds of
studies make useful conttibutions to sound solutions ?

The institutional research officer is a creature of administration and
responsible to it. His effec-tiveness as an institutional researcher is directly
related to the administrative environment found in the institution in which he is
employed. Although,he may shape policy, he is not a policy Maker. He may
influence decisions, but is not a decision maker. His effectiveness ig related
directly to the extent to which the administration is research minded and sees
the value of institutional research as an aid, to the administrative process.
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Robert E. Hubbard
Wayne State University

A conceptual framework for institutional research probably shduld begin
with an answer to this question: Why do institutions engage in institutional re-
search? Perhaps the simplest and most direct response is that institutions ex-
pect insitutional research to provide data which will improve their operations.
Put another way, if institutional research doesn't sbmehow contribute to im-
proved operations of the university (and I use the term "university" in a general
sense to mean any institution of higher education), we probably ought to stop
spending increasing amounts of money for the support of institutional research
offices,and instead direct this money to other purposes such as raising faculty
salaries. I suspect many faculty members would judge this to be a good idea,
but since I enjoy institutional research work and sincerely believe we in this
field are having some positive and measurable impact on higher education, I
don't suggest such action at the present time.

Just how does or can institutional research improve university operations ?
For one thing, we in institutional research can and should be concerned with
the directions our institutions ought to be taking. The fact is however, that
most of us are not concerned with university goals or purposes. We devote
much time to stTaying what our institutions are doing, but we appear to spend
precious little energy studying what directions our institutions ought to be

taking. I do not suggest that institutional research offices should make policy.
I do suggest that institutional research can play a vital role in conducting studies
on problems and issues relative to university goais. Such'studies can be
historical, descriptiye, or projective, but regardless of type, the research
results should provide the objective data needed for the establishment of
changes in long-range goals of the university.

This is the first requirement in my conceptual framework for institutional
research: that institutional research rnust be involved in, studies of university,
purposes--what they are, how they came to, be, and what they ought to be. I

stress again that I do not believe universities have in any significantway ex-
ploited the potential of institutional research offices for long-range planning
studies. We in institutional research have not, for.example, devoted signifi-
cant efforts to studying the impact of the 'geographic setting of our.,institutions
on our program offerings. We have not analyzed carefully-the implications of
program duplication between our universities and' our neighboring institutions
as far as institutional purposes are concerned. I will cite examples of such
needed research later in this statement.

A second requirement in my conceptual framework is that institutional
research should demonstrate, through research, how universities can be organ-
ized most effectively to achieve long-range goals. We should, for example,
help to identify the kind of financial support needed for programs which our
institutions ought to be offering because of their unique geographic, socio-
economic, or cultural settings. I 'also have some examples of this type of
research which I will describe later.

The third requirement in my, conceptual framework for institutional
research-is that institutional research must be actively engaged in studies
concerning the effectiveness of university, programs and operations, again
presupposing a clear statement of purposes. This, of course, is the evaluation
aspect ,of institutional,research and is ,the :traditional role of institutional

7t,
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research with which most of u.s are familiar. It includes cost studies, faculty
load studies, class size analyses, salary studies, studies of studentstheir .
reasons for attending a university, the problems they face while there, what
they take withAhexn from the four or more years of exposure to higher educa-
tion, what difference it makes in their lives, studies of the quality of educa-
tional programs, etc. More about this aspect of institutional research
shortly.

Let me put this proposed conceptual framework into context witi refer-
ence to the setting I know bestWayne State University. Wayne is located in
the heart of the City of Detroit and has the typical commuting student body
associated with an urban-located university. We are somewhat unique in that
we are a state-university, even though we provide great service to the metro-
politan area of which we are a part. We have a very strong public institution
as a neighborthe University of Michiganwhose sphere of service is consid-
erably larger geographically.than Wayne's. Other nearby schools include the
University of Detroit (privately supported) and a number of other private and
public institutions ranging from community colleges to four-year branches of
other state universities, plus extension programs of several kinds. Among
Wayne's strongest colleges are the School of Medicine and the College of
Education, both of whose origins date back nearly 100 years. We are today a
federation of professional and general schools loosely tied together, and we
have an emerging graduate program now constituting on a head count basis
nearly one-third of our total student body of 22, 000.

Let's examine first the possible role of institutional research in the
establishment or modification of university directions. Let me stress that this
is an idealized conceptual framework with reference to Wayne, for'we do not
yet conduct many of the studies which I shall cite by way of illustration.

We should start with consideration of the three broad areas of service
traditionally associated with American universities--the functions of instruction,
research, and public service. Wayne's Institutional Research Office should
conduct on-going studies aimed at determiiiing,the specific contributions-which
Wayne State University cansmake to higher'educatiOn in Michigan through each,
of these tbree service areas. With reference to instruction, we must study
not only the educational programs now provided by Wayne`td the City of Detroit,
but alsb those programs which should presumably be offered in future years as
the metropolitan area spreads farther and farther from the core of the city.
We should. study the actual and potential impact on University purpose of student
reasons for attending Wayne, and we should examine the changing metropolitan
population to help shape decisions affecting long-range plans. We should help
to identify program duplication with our neighboring institutions in order to
direct financial resources to areas where the need is greatest.

These proposed area,s of investigation.are especially related to the inF
structional responsibility of Wayne, but they have implications as well for our
research and public service arms. With regard to research, for example,
institutional research can, by way of surveys, help to assessthe need for the
university to contribute through research to local businesses arid industries.

Consider next the role of institutional research in identifying ne.w pro-:.-
gyams or program and operational changes needed to achieve university pur-
poses. Given one-purpose,the need for close metropolitan community-
university interaction, we in institutional research should study.the kinds of
formal and informal.education and related.: pvograMs which willbest promote-

,
po. a 4
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such interaction. Our investigations should consider such questions as the
following one: What are the places of social work, urban planning, the educa-
tional municipal government employees, and other community-related programs
in a university committed to close community-university interaction?

We should identify the potential "market" for such programs, and we
should help to anticipate changes for specified years in the future. In addition
we should help to project the cost of continuing or strengthening programs of
this kind in the years ahead.

The third element in my institutional conceptual framework is study of
existing programs and operations to determine their effectiveness in contri-
buting to university purposes. This, it seems to me, is where institutional
research has made its greatest advances to date, and it is certainly so at
Wayne. We are developing quite sophisticated techniques for assessing the
costs of University operation, for analyzing class size, for studying salary
patterns in different University units, and for compiling factual data on faculty
characteristics. These still are largely quantitative studies, to be sure, but
they represent some significant advances for us, and are presently or will soon
be providing a great deal of potentially useful information for decision-making
purposes. We must continue to carry forward objective studies of current
programs and operations, hopefully extending these to include more of the less
tangible and more qualitative evidences of effectiveness. I believe, however,
that more of our energies mustbe directed to the first two areas--studies of
University purposes and studies of the kinds of programs needed to achieve
these goals.

In considering how I would develop my conceptual framework for this
presentation, I first considered and then excluded from immediate consider- :
ation certain factors which I felt helped to define, how institutional, research
can be most productive. I still believe these are peripheral to a conception of
institutional research, but since I also believe an awareness of their irnpartance
can help to maximize the effectiveness of institutional research, I want to cite
them here:

1. First, the most effective.kind of institutional research is that which
is conducted or repeated over an extended period of time. Not only
is the research itself perfected through repetition, but also extremely
valuable trend data will become apparent to the analyst.

Some of the most positive benefits of institutional research are fringe
benefits, 1 e., those which occur as a result of the presence of insti-
tutional research but which were not necessarily the intent of the re-
search. I have particularly in mind the sharpening of definitions by
other university units and the awareness by other units (both educa-
tional and service) of the need for greater consistency in the data they
gather and maintain.

Institutional research will not have real impact on university opera-
tions unless specific steps are taken to ensure that.the results of re-
search are conveyed to those with key decision-making responsibility.
We at Wayne have attempted to promote communication of institutions'
research results through a weekly "Trend Sheet" published as a staff
briefing paper for central university administration. Results of
institutional research conducted by my office and by other agencies

4
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on and off-campus are digested and reported in succinct tables and
text in this publication.

4. Because of an ever-increasing need to bring together more data from
widely varying sources, some kind of storage and retrieval system
is needed. We at Wayne have tried to solve this probldm through the
establishment of an administrative reference library, a highly spe-;
cialized reference resource for the use of key administrative
personnel in the university.

This then is my conceptual framework for institutional research. It stems
from the premise that institutional research exists solely to irri.prove institu-
tional operations, and it rests on the conviction that to be really effective in
achieving this end, institutional research must concern itself with three types
of studies:

1. Those studies which relate to the establishment and
modification of institutional goals.

2. Those studies which reveal the ways an institution should organize to
achieve these goals.

Those studies which evaluate the effectiveness
and operations of the institution.

It seems to me that we in institutional research have made our greatest
strides in the studies we are doing on existing institutional programs and
operations. I believe our challenge now is to carry forward some really
effective studies on long-range institutional purposes and on the prOgrams that
institutions need to establish to achieve these goals.

4t,IA
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THE ROLE OF INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH

IN THE FORMULATION OF POLICY

Eldridge Scales
Associate in Higher Educational Research
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Vernon Hendrix
Assistant Professor of Education
University of California at Los Angeles

Lois Torrence
Director of Office of Institutional Studies
The American University
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Eldridge Scales
New York State Department of Education

An Historical View
Educational research as a specialized function of the State Education

Department had its beginning in 1920 when the position of "Specialist in Educa-
tional Measurement" was created. The Bureau of Educational Measurement
was organized in 1923 and became the Division of Educational Research in
1929. In 1937 an Assistant Commissioner for Research was appointed, and the
Bureau of Statistical Services was organized. There was little increase in
staff size from that time until 1942 when the first lump sum for research was
appropriated by the legislature.

In the fall of 1956 an over-all reassessment of staff and function of the
research-related offices was made. In accordance with this reappraisal, a
reorganization of the Bureau of Statistical Services was formulated.

In the early.years of the Division of Research, emphasis was placed upon
administering standardized tests in the schools of the state. Gradually, the
emphasis shifted to working upon a broader range of research problems. At
the present time, matters of administrative research related to public elemen-
tary and secondary education have become the core of this Division's work. It
is still to this Division, however, that the Department looks for exploration
and description of new areas of concern.

In 1956, also, the Quality Measurement Project was conceived. In recent
months this section has become an integral part of the Experimental Program
Section. This section is responsible for encouraging and administering a pro-
gram of experimental studies of practices in public schools and school systems
in the state.

In 1957 special funds for research related to fiscal policy were transfer:-
red to the research offices. A special section, structurally similar to the
Quality Measurement Project, was created--the Bureau of Educational Finance
Research.

In 1957 the Division- of Research in Higher Education was organized. ThE

formation of this new division reflected further broad cognizance of the State
Education Depa.rtment's leadership responsibilities in this area.

The following diagram indicates the general organization of research, thc
interrelationships within the research offices, and the Division of Research in
Higher Education in detail.

17
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Commissioner s
Cabinet

Associate Commissioner for
Research and Evaluation

Division of
Research

Division of
Research. in
Higher Education
Director.
Associates in Education Research
Assistants in Education Research
Research Aides
Stenographers

Special Sections
1 as they may be
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The Division of Research in Higher Education is in.a staff relationship,
through the Associate Commissioner of Research, to the Commissioner of
Ethication.

On May 4, 1964, a memoandum setting forth the reorganization of the
research offices was received. The reorganization diagrammed in the following
figure may be contrasted with the old organization as seen above.

Office of Research

Division o Researc vision o va uation

Bureau of
Statistical
Services

Bureau of Bureau of YBttreau of
Research in School and :DePartment :Sehool
Higher and Cultural ei-Ograrni Piugrams
ProfessioUal Research Evaluation Evaluation
Education
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Special Functions

The functions of the Division in Higher Education are classified as
follows:

1. To maintain a continuous, statewide record of recurrent, factual data
regarding the operations of colleges of the state so that reliable information
may be available as to accomplishments, progress, and needs of the state
educational system and its component institutions and universities.

2. To explore and analyze extensive and complex educational issues of
departmentwide significance for the purpose of discovering, verifying, and
interpreting theoretical principles, new facts, and new techniques and methods,
upon which the state educational authorities can plan future policies and
programs.

3. To marshall pertinent data relating to those immediate problems of
maintaining standards, effecting economies, and improving educational
practices arising from the operations of the Department:.

4. To obtain and report essential information on broad educational,
social, economic, and scientific trends and developments having far-reaching
implications for higher education, with the viewvof identifying the needs for
modification of existing programs and practices, and anticipating incipient
problems in higher education of the state.

5. To encourage and assist in the educational'research in the Department
and in the field, and to cooperate with other units of'the Department and with
colleges and universities in carrying out research studies and projects.

The Nature of Research in the Division ,of Research.,in Higher Education

The research services required in the State EdpzationnPepartment are
wide in scope, covering,all of the activities and interests of the Department.
In,gene,ral, projects carried out by the Divisioncof'Research,in./-ligher
Education may fall into several realms:

Evaluation. This research is directed toward ongoing programs
sponsored or supported ( ) by and/or within the,Department, or (2)
administered by ,colleges an& universities tn the ,state but supported
by state funds. Illustrative of evaluation studies are 'the series of
evaluation studies of in-service programs designed for teachers in
mathematics and science, foreign languages, and computer mathe-
matics; the evaluation of selected aspects of the program of grants
for teachers of the mentally handicapped. At present a study of the
college teaching fellowship program ia underway.

(2) Applied research. This research is directed towardFome practical
problems; the resulta.most often are applied toWard'policy determi-
nation. This tyPe of research is generally the type, most frequently
conducted. Arstudy rePresentative of this type, of research is: The
Cooperative Study of Teacher Education in Liberal Arts Colleges.
This study was a cooperatiN,/ ,effort between the'Department and 15
private liberal arts colleged:-,-This longitudinaLstudy of'liberal arts
seniors and graduates who entered' teaching was ,designed to provide
a factual basis for Change` in pre tion or`method:

tit
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Another study illustrative of this category was that of tuition in City

University of New York. This project was conducted to provide factual infor-

mation for the policy-making decisions regarding the effects to the University

of applying various amounts of tuition to students at varying socio-economic

levels. It also sought to ascertain the impact on the state of a fixed tuition

policy at the University.

(3) Basic research. Basic research in educational theory and practice

may be carried out by the Division of Research in Higher Education

itself or in cooperation with an institution of higher education in the

state.

A prime example of this category is the on-going comparative study of

two- and four-year college students, a longitudinal study of community and

senior (four-year))college and university students in 26 higher institutions in

four states. It is a cooperative study involving the division of Research in

Higher Education in the New. York State Education Department and the Office of

Institutional Research of the State University of New York.

These projects of evaluation and applied or practical research will usually

be instituted by a request for study from the administrative staff. Projects of

basic research will be initiated more commonly with the Division of Research

in Higher Education itself. Inevitably, basic research represents the interests

of the researchers.
Research at this level is differentiated from institutional research in the

individual college or university in probably two significant ways. First, re-

search is conducted to provide some immediate or ultimately useful and factual

basis for policy formulation and decisions--not the formulation-of policy for

leadership in a single institution, but for a group of colleges and universities.

In the case of New York State, there are 202 private and public colleges and

universities, and more than 32 public,and private two-year colleges.

Second, the aspects of evaluation, basic research, and applied research

and the topical areas in which they are exercised are more narrowly circum-

r;ribed in the Department than they are in a single university. Areas of re-

search in administrative management and planning in higher education., master

planning, and planning procedures (in-house evaluation and development of

procedures) are the,functional area's of specialists. These areas are formed

into separate units which intezrelate, coordinate, and cooperate with the

Division of Research in Higher Education.

In summary, (1) working with a group of institutions, providing data

pertinent to sound policy formulation for many colleges and universities or a

university system (State University of New York) and its component units, and

(2) the partitioning of the topical areas of institutional research with assigned

separate offices and specialists appear to be the two patent digtinguishing

features.
Thus'by its organizational nature and functional character, research in

higher education is recognized as a special and necessary function in the

Education Department. It contribultes to ,.the formulation of-educational policies

by supplying data, information, and knowledge which reinOve planning and,

decision-making ,from the rearm of subjective, judgment,and anchor thern firmly

in the facts and conditions of the actual,situation. Through a continuous search

for new principles, -new techniques, -and new methods of imProving educational

'20
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services and administration, they also give meaning and orientation to the
forward-looking leadership role of the Department.

The responsibility of research and statistical services is notably differ-
ent from that of operating units in the Department. Research is essentially a
staff function. The results of research activities and investigations help the
Regents, the Commissioner of Education, and his colleagues in the peribrmance
of their policy-forthing and administrative duties. The results of research,
similarly, should be of value to the administrators of the separate institutions
that collectively form the universities of the State of New York.

Intrinsically, the nature of the services thus provided is informational
and advisory, as contrasted with supervisory or administrative services.
Consequently, making administrative decisions and implementing policies and
programs are outside the domain of research and remain the responsibilities
of the operatirg units.

Research can indicate possible courses or opportunities, assess the
probable results of decisions, test the facts assumed in the making of decisions,
and clarify problem definitions. All this should be helpful to administrative
decision and policy-making, but it is not to be confused wiih such operational
responsibility.

Since research serves operation, there is need for close working relations
between research personnel and line administrative personnel. There, is a
need, for clear channels of two-way consultation and reporting among all
involved.
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instructors on the first day of classes with class rolls which
contain complete student test and achievement records.' In-
structor tests are scored and completely item-analyzed within
24 hours. All types of cumulative records are maintained by
class such as gradeis, probability of student success in later
classes and after transfer, etc. )

8. Only 30 (9 per cent) have separate budget items for institutional
research.

9 The studies submitted for analysis were found to distribute
themselves approximately into the following classes (following
Brumbaugh's classificationsl: student data (prediction, follow-
up, drop-out, etc. ) comprised 20 per cent each; all other
studies, such as admission and enrollment, administration
and organization, finance, goals or objectives, plant, and
public relations constituted 10 per cent of the studies.

Several problems or needs are readily apparent:

1. Institutional research personnel need training in research
design, measurement, etc. The many poorly designed and
executed studies bear witness to this.

2. An "institutional research atmosphere" must be established,
so that as many of the staff as possible are interested and
will participate in institutional research. One president
underlined this by stating; "You don't have inspired teaching
without intellectual or schola:rly curiosity. " Another presi-
ent said: "Junior colleges claim excellent teaching without
research to prove it.

3. More inter-institutional cooperation and sharing must be
achieved. For the past three years a group of institutional
research personnel from about 30 junior colleges in Southern
California has been:meeting twice- each year to discuss and
share information. Last month, the Junior College Leader-
ship Program at U. C. L. A. , in cooperation with this group,
held a one-day conference attended by 75 people representing
28 colleges. We hope to 'make this an annual offer. Recently,
some northern California junior colleges have become inter-
ested, and t4ere is talk of forming a statewide institutional
research group in conjunction with the California Junior
College Association.

In general, progress has been made, and the need for more and better
institutional research is acutely felt.

To illustrate what institutional research is being done by one California
junior college, I "Would like to summarize from the annual report of one
research office. More extensive institutional research programs could be
found in other California Colleges, but,this was, selected as "typical of the
larger colleges.

"Institutiohal researchAas.been
here we broadly'define it'as an rnia ormai '

,
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made on the campus or any part of the campus, its programs, or
its operations by any group or individual. This gives wide latitude
and encompasses all scientific studies from those which might be
called 'basic research' (such as experimental study comparing
methods of teaching a certain class) to the summarizing of statis-
tical data which might be used in making wise decisions and in
developing policies. "

The research office of this junior college has many functions which can be
of value to faculty and staff members. Such functions include:

I. Serving as a library of research materials, i. e. , study reports,
data, and historical materials about the college; study reports
on many subjects; books; periodicals; etc.

"Your help [ this being addressed to the faculty ] is
urgently requested in the collection of such materials
that can be catalogued and readily used by More
people. If you have class or degree projects that you
have done concerning the college, study reports of
historical value, or other materials relating to
possible institutional research that you come across
in your reading and contracts, we would certainly
appreciate receiving copies, or hearing about them. "

2. Responding to questionnaires, of which there are hundreds
throughout the year- Many questionnaires are coordinated and
answered by this office, which saves the time of other profes-
sional people. Questionnaires can be much more easily an-
swered if a broad basis of information can'be developed.

3. Assisting in conducting studies for the college. Institutional
research is a matter' of teamwork by many people. Certain
studies win be initiated and/or accomplished by an individual;
others by small "ad hoc" committees; still others by larger,
long-term committees; and some by outside consultants. In
this process the research office can function in a variety of
ways such as:

Serving on study comxpittees in different capacities--
member, chairman, secretary, consultant.

Assisting other individuals doing studies by helping to
plan, design, collect data, duplicate reports.

c. Assisting with follow-up studies.

d. Providing some secretarial/clerical help.

4. Conducting some studies of the type that will provide statistical
information to angwer such questions as: What are other junior
colleges doing in honors progranis 7 How do other junior
colleges deal with parking problems?
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5. Coordinating institutional research p.t the college by:

a. Maintaining a master list/and file copies of what has
been done. These could include departmental studies,
student projects reports, graduate term papers, and
master or doctoral theses.

b. Obtaining copies of reports for research files and
dissemination.

6. Helping disseminate research information and recognizing
effort in the field.

This college maintains three files which are brought up to date annually.
They are as follows:

a. A master list of institutional research at the college. Thirty-
four studies were completed in 1962; tWenty-eight were completed
in 1963; and fifty-two have been completed or are in the progress
this year.

b. Continuing institutional reports in areas that are maintained at
periodic intervals, such-as grade surveys, testing summaries,
various administrative tests of students fo:r honors lists, place-
m.ent tests lists, room utilization surveys, enrollment compar-
isons, placement rep,..;rts, and probation statistics.

c. List of projects currently in progress.
In summary, this is not a comprehensive report of institutional research

in junior colleges, since sufficient data and length of experience are not avail-
able. The first full-time institutional rest:arch officer in junior colleges, ex-
cept for isolated examples such as Stephens College, would barely cover the
last ten years. Most papers and publications about institutional research in
junior colleges, such as Stickler's speech at the 1961 convention el the Ameri-
can Association of Junior Colleges (the first such speech at an A. A. J. C.
convention) and the 1961 conference at U. C. L. A. , deal in broad general state-
ments concerning purposes, importance, organization, implementation, and
methods. The conference held at U. C. L. A. this spring is, to the best of our
knowledge, the first to deal with substantive matters and specific studies. .

This conference may well result in the formation of a statewide junior college
institutional research organization, perhaps an arm of the California Junior
College Association, and a depository and, retrieval system to facilitate the
rapid sharing, ,.pooling, and exchange of data among colleges. This would be
assisted by an E. D. P. system, likely housed at U. C. L. A.

Concerning the use of institutional research in the formation of policy,
only a few examples might be cited. Stephens College is probably the most
visible example. In most instances, junior colleges use institutional research
to evaluate policy, measure effectiveness, and predict things of concerti_such
as student enrollments in various curricula, achievements etc. This brief
report will, it is hoped, give some idea of the scope and depth ol,institutional
research in juniOr colleges, the great amount of interest in such research, and
the developments ahead.
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L. E. Torrence
The American University

There are today several very effective regional, state-wide, and miscel-
laneous cooperative ventures in institutional research. Such groups presume
effective institutional research on the individual campus, and the results of
cooperative studies are, in the last analysis (at least for private institutions),
meaningful principally in the context of the individual institution. It is to
institutional research on the individual campus that I have been asked to direct
my remarks this morning.

Why does a college or university esta.blish a special committee, office,
or agency for institutional studies? Since specific reasons will vary with each
institution., I can speak only for my own university. Several factors made such
a move a logical one for us. Our student body had grown very rapidly over the
past decade (from about 4, 000 to 9, 500 with 3, 800 of these full time); we had
decentralized administratively into six colleges and schools and a large non-
degree division; data processing (begun in 1955 with the Registrar's office
functions) had expanded into admissions, accounting, business office, and
other operations; and an IBM 1401 was to be in use by fall 1963. A great deal
of raw data were available, but largely untapped and seldom adequately inter-
preted fkiom a university-wide viewpoint. The necessity 6f effective coordina-
tion and interpretation of information became obvious in the course of the two-
year intensive work of a faculty self-evaluation committee preparatory to the
normal decennial visitation of the regional Middle States Association in the
spring of 1963. Though perhaps overdue, the decision was made late in 1962
to establish self-evaluation as a continuing function at the University and to
focus the responsibility for certain.phases of this process in an office of
institutional studies, effective July 1, 1963.

No specific ground rules concerning the operation of the office were set
out when the basic decision was made. Instead, I was asked by the president
of the University to visit several colleges and universities to see what they .

were doing in this field. As a result, I visited last spring some 12 institutions
in New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Michigan, and, in addition, attending
the meeting of this groupat Wayne State. The colleges were selected to give
as varied a picture as possiblelarge, small, public, private, urban, rural,
some with highly developed programs of institutional studies, and some with
no formal structure for this purpose.

For me the experience was excellent, and I would recommend such a
venture to anyone in the field and, indeed, to those who have been in this area
for marry years. Conferences such as this one are valuable in the exchange of
ideas and experiences. However, the real feeling for the role or absence of a
role for institutional studies is to be found on the campus itself.

I received a wealth of advice--direct and indirect. Needless to say, I
have not followed all of it--sometimes deliberately, sometimes quite helplessly
as for e2rz,raple, the cardinal rule advanced by one person--"Don't let anyone

dne " I must have a serious talk with that gentleman again.
Anothe L Ur g theme-- "Get adequate budget and staff"--is, I am sure,
familiar to Ji of us.

Dui t acquire any over-all impression of the role of institutional studies
on the iad,-,vidual campus? At the risk of oversimplification, the .organizational
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structure which I found could be divided in four general categories:

1. In four of the 12 institutions no central program of institutional
study existed, although in one instance the title was held by an
administrative official with another position which required his
full time. In the other three colleges there was no lack of inter-
est in self-study, and several individual officesregistrar,
dean of students, development office, etc. , --did conduct studies
of a limited nature. In two instances moves t.Jward coordination
were under consideration.

2. In one college the research was under the direction of a faculty
committee, coming chiefly from the psychology and education
departments. Graduate students were used to conduct studies
of student motivation, attitudes, etc. In this college there
appeared to be no working relationship between the institutional
research office and the policy determining structure.

Although an office of institutional research existed in two large
institutions, several other offices also were engaged in special
phases of institutional study. There appeared to be fairly close
cooperation between some of these offices, but duplication of
effort was also evident. Reports seemed to be principally
statistical in nature, and if analysis was a function of the office
of institutional research, this was not readily evident.

4. In two universities the collection and analysis of data were
clearly combined; and, in addition, the office of institutional
research designed and carried out research projects on
students, faculty, management, and many other phases of the
operation of higher education today.

The ;validity of my impressionsand I stress the word impressions--on
both the organization and on the role of the officels, of course, limited by (a)
the short period of time involved in each visit, and (b) the fact that my
conversations were for the most part with individuals engaged in institutional
study who naturally would have some degree Of vested interest in their position
and its role on their campus". In this context I would summarize my
impressions of the varied approadhes to institutional study in these terms:

1. Institutional study is not solely dependent on the creation of a
formal administrative unit for this purpose; nor does the
existence of such an office on paper asSume an operational unit.

At Least in larger colleges the coordinating influence of an office
of institutional studies can be a major source of strength for
both the university and the office itself.

2.

3. Offices engaged primarily in behavioural and theoretical research
seemed to be removed from thr, mainstream of university opera-
tions and to have little influencc in the on-going formulation and
implementation.

(I would add that in my opinion the use of the word "research" in relation to
what the majority of us are doing is misleading- We are engaUed in important
studies, but seldom in actual reseacch. )
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4. Offices which concentrated on the collection and collation of
statistical data without interpretation and analysis obviously
performed a useful function, but it is difficult to generalize
on the role of such offices in policy formulation.

5. The offices which appeared to be the most effective were those
which combined collection and analysis of data with a close
working relationship with the top academic officials of the
univers ity.

6. Finally, the role of an office of institutional studies will
differ as much as the institutions themselves vary and, more
specifically, as much as the primary interest of the individuals
responsible for the studies will vary. As directors of insti-
tutional studies, the approaches of a statistician, a psychologist,
a sociologist, or a scientist Will inevitably be influenced by the
discipline from which each is drawn. This is both a strength
and a weakness--strength from infusion of new a,nd valuable
insights and techniques, but weakness from the viewpoint of
continuity of operations and comparability of studies.

What approach did we adopt at the American University, arid what has been the
experience of the office in these initial months ?

Administratively, the Office of Institutional Studies is responsible to the
Vice President. The staff consists of a secreary assistant and myself.
Cooperation from admissions, business office, and other administrative units
has been very good, but the objective of full coordination of data and miximum
utilization of the computer has not been achieved.

In part this has been my own decision. In the initial process of deter-
mining the most useful data and the kind of analysis needed, I found it very
valuable to v.rork directly with the available figures from the various source
officesrq.gistrar, admissions, accounting, etc. I am convinced that any
attempt to program the needs of the new office for the computer 'Without having
been immersed in the relatively "raw" material compiled,through the earlier
data processing equipment would have resulted in many l'aulty, reports and
costly trial and error. May I add hastily that I have no intention of prolonging
this initial period. Our basic institutional study needs will be programmed
shortly for routine production, and we will be able to move into new areas for
study.

What types of studies have :been carried out this year? Briefly, they
include the following:

a) Academic characteristics of enterin.g freshmen (not new).

b) Relationship between sources on CEEB Verbal and English
Achievement and grades in English composition for the fall
semester.
Academic characteristics of transfer students with special
reference to junior college graduates and performance of these
students in the fall session.
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d) Preparation and analysis of a questionnaire distributed to all
seniors and freshmen concerning their reaction to our university
requirements or general education program. (Initiated spring
1963 under the direction of the Continuing Committee on Self-
Evaluation. )

e) Academic characteristics of entering .graduate students.

f) A profile of the graduating seniors of last Juneincluding
entering qualifications, date, transfer status, GRE, rank in
graduating class major, etc. (not yet completed).

g) Presentation--graphic and oral--of an "information" session
for the University Senate on the changing nature of the ,student
body between 195 and 1963. The same material was later
presented to the Development Committee on the Board-of
Trustees.

h) A wide-zangingstudy of the curriculum under the direction of
an administratively appointed committee on curriculum problems.

Have there been any results fromLthe-se studies? In terms of policy
changes, only one action has been taken. As a result of the study of the per-
formance of transfer students, the Admissions Committee recommended and
the University Senate adopted a change in the degree of requirements for
transfers from junior colleges.

Following the information session on the changing nature of the student
body, the Senate appointed committees on graduate students and on part-time
students. Senate discussion of their finds will take place next-Wednesday.

Over the past few months a large proportion of the work of the Office of
Institutional Studies has been devoted to the curriculum study. Using the
academic years 1958-59 and 1962-63 as base years for comparative purposes,
we collected and analyzed information on a variety of matters related to the
curriculum in its broadest sense.

The studies include for each department and school (some 220 .
instructional units):

a) number of courses offered.
b) number of full-time and part-time faculty and full-time

equivalent teaching faculty.

c) the proportion and level ,of classes and credit hours taught
by part-time faculty.

d) student credit hours by status of the student and by levels
of courses.

e) number of majors,

f) olutonlisztr of degrees granite&

g) average class size--for each of three levels of courses and
for all courses

fulLegintie., and part time.
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h) number of courses with enrollments of less than 10, less than
15, etc.

i) composition of enrollments in our mixed levels--graduate and
unde rg radkiate cour ses.

j) average student credit hours for classes taught by full-time
faculty, and by part-time faculty.

k) average yearly student credit hour production by full-time
faculty.

1) instructional salary costsfull time, part time, and total
faculty--per student credit hour.

m) total departmental costs per student credit hour.

n) use of comprehensive examination fields by candidates for
graduate degrees.

o) courses taken by graduate students who received degrees in
June 1963.

These studies served as the basis for a draft report on curriculum
problems which has just been presented to the University Senate. After faculty
discussion the final report will be presented to the President and the Board of
Trustees.

Apart from the collection of data, what has been the role of the office of
institutional studies in the preparation of this report? I realiie there is,
among leaders in this field, substantial disagreement at this point. In the
context of my own experience I must side with those-Who believe that to be
most useful for the university--and, incidentally, most satisfying personally--
institutional study should include participation in policy recommendations.
This was the case in our curriculum study, and I found it a rewarding experi-

, ence. Policy recoMmendations and the actual making of decisions are not,
hOwever, identical. One may participate in these decisions through your
faculty status on the-one hand and, ,perhaps, through meMbership in a dean's
committee or Other administrative 'Council on the other hand. However, an
office of institutional studies can usurp neither faculty nor final administrative
responsibility in the decision-making processes.

Implementation of policy normally will not be a direct responsibility of
our Office of Institutional Studies. Probably the most significant contribution
of my work at this point will be the providing of a constant flow of data for
management analysis and planning, especially in academic areas which often
are neglected in the cost-conscious orientation of our business office. The
leavening effect of academically oriented studies to offset purely financial ones
is essential today. The faculty will not be easily convinced that management
analysis, of academic affairs is in any way in their interest. But today with
institutions of higher education--especially private institutions--facing increas
ingly complex and multi-faceted problems, the laissez faire approach to
nurriculum advanced by many faculty members must be modified. If the
leadership in developing new princiPles for acanemic management and planning
can emanate from those clearly dedicated to academic concerns, then the

realities of tomorrow.
faculty may be led--though protesting, btieast not screaming--into the
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D. G. Tyndall
Universitybilif California

In approaching this question of the role of institutional research in the
implementation of policy, one must emphasize the concept of decision-making,
and ask what decisions are involved in the process of policy implementation.
What role, if any, should be played by institutional research in this process in
an institution of higher education.

I should therefore like to preface my remarks by quoting at some length
from that classic in the field of the theory of organizational decision-making,
Herbert Simon's Administrative Behavior. Speaking of the role of knowledge
in rational-decision-making, Simon writes:

"At each moment the behaving subject, or the organization
composed of numbers of such individuals, is confronted with
a large number of alternative behaviors, some of which are
present in consciousness and some of which are not. Decision,
or choice, as the term is used here, is the process by which
one of these alternatives for each moment's behavior is selected
to be carried out. The series of such decisions which determined
behavior over some stretch of time may be called a strategy.

"If any one of the possible strategies is chosen and followed out,
certain consequences will result. The task of rational decision
is to select that one of the strategies which is followed by the
preferred set of consequences. It should be emphasized that
all the consequences that follow from the chosen strategy are
relevant to the evaluation of its correctness, not simply those
consequences that were anticipated.

"The function of knowledge in the decision-making process is to
determine which....of the alternative strategies. It is the task of
knowledge to select from the whole class of possible consequences
a more limited subclass, or even (ideally) a single set of
consequences correlated with each strategy.

"... in order to perform with perfect rationality in this scheme,
(man) would have to have a complete description,of the consequences
following from each alternative strategy and would have to compare
these consequences. He would haVe to know in every single respect
how the world would be changed by his behaving one way instead of
another, and he would have to 'follow the consequences of behavior
through unlimited sets of values. Under such conditions even an
approach to rationality in real behavior would be inconceivable.
Fortunately, the problem of choice is usually greatly simplified
by the tendency of the empirical laws that describe the isolated
subsets. Two behavior alternatives, when compared, are often
found to have consequences that differ in only a few respects and
for the rest are identical. That is, the differential consequences
of one behavior as against arl alternative behavior may occur only
within a brief spati of time and.within a-limited area of description.
If it were too often true that for want of a nail the kingclom was lost,
the consequence chains encountered in practical life would be of such
complexity that rational behavior Would be`come virtually impossible. "
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to be responsible for doing and coordinating the immense amount of staff work
that will be required if responsible answers to these questions are to be ob-
tained? The many different offices within the university will need to be invol-
ved to various degrees in order that their experience and training can be
brought to bear on certain questions, but someone must structure, plan, and
coordinate their efforts.

In addition, consider a different type of policy decision--one that has been.
reached this time by the president's cabinet and/or his council of chief campus
officers, that the present methods of counting graduate students is inaccurate
and misleading and that some better method must be devised.

But now this policy must be implemented. If your institution is anything
like mine, a committee will be set up to develop a revised procedure, and you
will be its secretary or at least will be expected to pr6vide it with data in
copious quantities.

By reading the minutes of the meetings at which this policy decision was
reached or by talking to some of those who were involved in the meeting, one
discovers that the university should distinguish between specific types of
graduate students, and develop a counting or measuring system which is
"meaningful" for each type. Someone then must decide what categories or
types are meaningful for this purpose, whether an approach based on student
credit hours, work undertaken, or some other type of measure is to be used;
and if student credit hours are to be used, whether a different divisor is to be
used in the several graduate schools in order to determine the F. T. E. in ea-ch
school, or whether a uniform divisor is to be used for all schools. Finally
someone must decide whether the registrar, the department chairmen, the
graduate dean, or the accounting office is to be responsible for the actual
collection of the data and their transmission to those who have some interest
in it. Where does policy end and implementation begin? I am tempted to ans-
wer that the question has no answer because it is not a meaningful question in
the first place.

Consider an example from a different field, The policy of the institution
is to achieve a given standard of space utilization of its class laboratories. Haw
is this policy to be implemented? First, we must know what our present rate
of utilization is, and the answering of this seemingly simple question will im-
mediately raise a whole host of difficult questions involving important policy
decisions, e. g. , what rooms do you count, what hours do you count, and who
is to be responsible for the reporting and for the analysis? But this is only the
beginning; we must then ask what we can do to improve the utilization, what
alternatives are open to us, what the advantages and disadvantages of each are,
what authority we must have to explore these in depth, and then how far we
should actually try to explore each of them (e. g. , what are the educational
effects Of 1 hour as opposed to hour classes on Tuesday and Thursday, of
evening classes, of block scheduling, etc. ). This will lead to even more
fundamental questions. What criteria should be used in evaluating the advan-
tages and disadvantages of the several alternatives ? Also, do we have the
authority or perhaps the temerity to suggest that the original goal should be
re-examined since the conditions which existed when the policy was originally
established have changed so drastically that it is no longer meaningful.

The point I wish to make and emphasize is that there is always a need to
delineate policy, that is to develop the implications of alternative interpreta-
tions of policy and/or alternative means of implementation and even of
specifying the alternatives which will be considered. This inevitably involves
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a myriad of policy decisions as these interpretations and alternatives are
explored. The implementation of policy serves only to open. a whole range
of further questions to which answers must be found. I do not argue that the
office of institutional research can or should try to do this job alone or even
that it should be responsible for coordinating the efforts of the many persons
who should be involved from time to time in these efforts, though this job
must be done somewhere within the administrative structure of the university,
but I am convinced that institutional research must play an active role in the
process. As you can see, Lithink of institutional research within a university
as something akin to operations research in a large business enterprise.
Operations research was done in business long before offices of operations
research were set up, and likewise institutional research was done in higher
education long before offices .of institutional research were established. But
now that we have been institutionalized, we want to find our proper role and
place in the administrative hierarchy. The purpose of operations research
has been stated in Methods of Operations Research as "providing executive
departments with the quantitative basis for decisions regarding the operations
under their control. "

Does not institutional research halve the same purpose in the educational
institution? Offices of operations research, too, are fumbling for their proper
role, from pure research at one extreme to involvement in day to day line
operations at the other. I think that we will have something to learn from them
in this regard, and perhaps they from us. However one thing-seems clear:
They have found that a central part of their role lies in the implementation of
the plans which they develop for consideration by management, not that they
substitute themselves for the operating tra.r...t&p:nrnent, but that it is essential
that they interpret the plan and that they b,ssisz in the detailed development,
including the evaluation and control aspects (which will presumably be discuss-
ed in tomorrow's sessions). I believe that this is equally true for institutional
research.
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Carl E. Wedekind
'University Of. Pittsburgh

What is the proper role of institutional research in the general areas of
institutional policy? I submit the following:

The role of institutional research in the formulation of policy is essen-
tially an advisory function. The institutional research functions should be
placed at the highest possible level of institutional management to minimize
administrative filtration. However, it is this top-;--level-location for an effec-
tive role in policylormulation that makes policy implementation difficult tx)
avoid. The office of institutional research has the respodsibility to obtain
data of all sorts (including conferences, opinions, and reactions from all
sources and levels), to collate them in an orderly and meaningful way, to
interpret them, to point out their significance for effective institutional opera-
tion, to highlight those aspects which have significance for policy, and to
suggest a course or alternate courses of action where it is appropriate and
necessary. This is the staff function. It is not a .decision-making function.
Although institutional research may clearly point up or even recommend a
particular method of implementation, the decision must be made by top man-
agement. Actual policy implementation, however, is basically a line function
and should be carried out and directed by the operating unit. Industry found
this out long ago.

Secondly, institutional research should play a major role in the evalua-
tion of existing policy within an institution. This involves not only an evalua-
Ticiri of the particular policy in the light of institutional objectives, but includes
as well the evaluation of the effectiveness of the line operations in carrying
out these policies. If institutional research is to play a role in both the for-
mulation and evaluation of policy, it should not be involved in the implementa-
tion process. If this were the case, it would be difficult for the research man
to maintain an unbiased and objective frame of reference for evaluating a
system for which he may also have had the responsibility of implementation.
In short, implementation and evaluation within the same agency seem to be a
contradiction in fact Were itnot so, I suspect many consulting firms and
accreditation bodies would have long ceased to exist.

Institutional research is a staff function. It is not executive or line, and
as such, ideally should not make or carry out policy decisions. To the .extent
that an institutional research office does get involved in the implementation
process, it becomes less capable and effective in carrying out the evaluative
functions. Also, it is more likely to operate under some other aegis than
institutional research, such as administrative, academic, or institutional
planning. As a viable entity an institutional research unit can be involved in
the formulation and implementation process or the formulation and evaluation
process, but not all three.

This leads into another major role which the institutional research office
can play, a role that has often been stressed by many of those involved in
institutional research. (This role was particularly well expressed by
Dr. Stecklein at the 1961 American Council on Education meetings in Washing-
ton, D. C. ) Basically the point is this: the role of an institutional research
office should be to serve the faculty as wel1,2...st the administration of the
institution, and this service should be in a dittct as well as indirect manner.
Many institutional research offices stress this particular function and have as
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a consequence done much to bridge the gap that exists between the administra-
tion and faculty, particularly in the area of communications between'and with-
in these groupings. The extent to which this role can be accomplished depends
on the degree to which the office of institutional researbh can remain both fish
and fowl by keeping a foot planted firmlyjn both camps. As anyone can tell
you, this is an extremely uncomfortable, awkward, and tiring position to hold
for any length of time, particularly if the chasm is of considerable width, and
one has to bend over in order to keep his nose to the grindstone. It is a doubly
difficult position to maintain since the majority of the requests for information
and research will come from the administrative quarter. This has been
counteracted to some degree in one of two ways: either both the institutional
research officer and his staff come from the fa-...ulty, or they have joint faculty
and administrative appointments. If we accept the liaison and interaction role
as a desirable one, I would strongly urge that such an office exercise caution
in order to avoid involvement in the implementation process or phase. The
more an office becomes involved in policy irnplemenation, the stronger grows
the administrative image. As a result, academic acceptability wanes.

The institutional. research function in our office, as you have no doubt
gathered from the titleeducational planning, does invariably get involved
with the implementation of policy. This is further pointed up in the fact that
under the institutional research function only a portion of educational planning
comesdirectly -uriger the Assistant Chancellor _or Planning and Policy Co-
ordination. This office in which the institutional research resides also has a
stated direct and indirect staff responsibility to the faculty as well as the
administration. This relationship has been most difficult to maintain behav-
iorally for reasons previously mentioned, particularly because of the high level
at which such an office is placed organizationally.

Most institutional research offices, no matter how assideously they may
try to avoid involvement in the area of policy implementation, do or will get
involved in this role from time to time. Our own office has been involved to
a considerable extent in policy implementation in such areas as curriculum,
physical plant, student affairs, business affairs, and community affairs.
Personal obServations indicate that policy implementation is most effectively
carried out by an institutional research office when it occurs as follows:

1. for a short and predetermined trial period, and then preferably
only if

2. it is coupled with a previously and objectively conceived evaluative
research design; and failing of these, only if

3. you cannot persuade your president otherwise.

In addition the negative aspects of actively taking such a role are considr
erably less when policy implementation takes place in the administrative as
compared to the academic area. Policy implementation by institutional re+-
search in those areas which are generally identified with the faculty and
academic officers is one of the surest methods of becoming labeled as an
administrator, rather than as an institutional research person< Formulation
and evaluation are activities readily accepted by all groups; however, the
implementation becomes a synonym for meddling and interference where the
academic area is concerned. Once this.,ya,ppens, it becomes increasingly
difficult to involve the faculty as colleague:s In or customers of institutional
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research endeavors. Your evaluation process then becomes viewed by the
faculty as a:procedure in which you provide "research" (in quotes) to support
foregone conclusions or decisions.

However, there are times when a role in policy implementation, is un-
avoidable. When this is the case, it is most useful to the office to invblve as
many outside people from existing line operations as possible in the implemen-
tation process--be they faculty or administrators. This may be less efficient
from the standpoint of time, but will be the best guarantee of maintaining the
objectivity and the image of the institutional research activity.

These remarks represent some of my beliefs and observations concern-
ing what the role of institutional research ought to be in policy implementation.
It will vary according to the organizational structure, the personal nature of
the institutional leadership, the aize of the institution, the nature of institu,
tional control, and the particular background and characteristics of the
incumbent institutional, research officer.

It is my observation that in the area of policy formulation, implc-xnenta-
don, -and evaluation, the effectiveness and impact of the office of instil-Aional
research is dependent upon how well it perceives and maintains its proper
relationship within the existing organizational structure, whatever that
structure may be.
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Charles E. Howell
Northern.lninois University

If institutional research is to have an effective role in the evaluation of
policy, it follows that there must be a coherent and complete codification of
the existing policies of the institution. Far too often a modification of one
policy is made without reference to its effect on other policies. An institulr
tional research office can therefore first of all serve a useful purpose by the
simple collection and cross-indexing of all institutional policies. The idea is
simple, although its carrying out is complex but not necessarily difficult.

When existing policies are to be evaluated, the implication is that they
are to be re-examined to discover whether they are accomplishing what they
were intended to accomplish. If they are not, why have they failed; and if they
have failed, how may they have changed? As a matter of fact many, if not
most, institutions will find in the process oi: codifying policy that they have a
good deal of dead wood lying about which ought to be discarded lest it turn up
to plague someone at a later date.

The evaluation of policy will start with a statement of the purpose for
which the policy was adopted. This statement is basically of no concern to
institutional research. However, when questions are raised as to the degree
to which this purpose is being achieved, the problem becomes one for the
research personnel, not the philosopher, to answer.

One or two illustrations may make the point clear. Institution "Ahas
an admissions policy which is based upon the premise that any graduate of an
accredited high school is entitled to admission. However, classes are getting
crowded, and budgets harder to come by. The question arises as to whether
this policy should be changed. A careful analysis reveals that considerable
numbers of students admitted under this policy are dropping out because of
academic difficulties after one or two semesters. But, if it is to be changed,
what will be the result if the lower one-third or the lower one-half of a high
school class is denied admission'? How many fewer students can be expected,
what will be the effect on the retention rate, what redistribution of majors can
be expected to result, and what will be the effect of staff load? All these and
many others are research questions that need to be answered if any more than
an arbitrary alteration is to be made in the admissions policy.

A similar kind of situation might arise in connection with the policy of
probation and academic dismissals, of admissions into certain curricula at
any level, or of any one of a hundred policies which might be cited.

If policy is to be evaluated at all, it must be evaluated in terms which
are es.sentially in the institutional research category, whether this work is .

done in an organized bureau or elsewhere. Any other approach must necessar-
ily be capricious and may alter a policy, which makes it in direct conflict with
another, or makes it appear absurd when placed alongside another existing
policy.

The fact should emerge quite clearly that no policy exists in strict
isolation. Changes spread through the entire insititutional structure. There-
fore, a centralized agency, familiar with all policies and able to bring _
information effectively to the authority which is to alter policy, would seem
essential. Anything less will invite the kind of chaos which exists in many
campuses. 41
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Everett H. Hopkins
Duke University

In a three-way division of the subject of evaluation, my.assignment is to
consider (a) the extent to which objectives are met, and (b) the efficacy of the
policies. The consideration of these two points necessarily assumes Dr.
Howell's point that to evaluate policies there must be knowledge of what these
policies are, and secondly, there must be an understanding of the purposes
for which the policies have been established. (Parenthetically, I think we
will agree that at least in the larger and more complex institutions, neither
of these pre-evaluation conditions prevailsat least to the extent desirable
for objective and meaningful evaluation. )

I will address myself later to the two topics assigned me, but before
doing so, especially since the general theme of this conference is the concep-
tual framework for institutional research, I feel a compulsion to add my bit
to the subject of the context within which institutional research can best be
performednot only institutional research as a basis for policy (-valuation,
but also for policy determination and implementation. If by institutional
research we mean primarily applied research, formal or informal, engaged
in purposefully for the advancement of the total institution, then the platform
from which, and the context within which, an institution-wide program of
research is conducted becomes especially important. It is, by its very nature,
a "staff" or service function, and not a "line" function. To a far greater
extent than with most other "Staff" services within a college or university, the
institutional researcher gets himself involved in the operational affairs--often
delicate and sensitive matters--of nearly everyone else in the university, from
the president on down. Therefore, unless the office of institutional research
wins its own way, not only with the central administration but also with the
degnS and faculty, to the point where it becomes an integral and natural part
of the internal operation of the university--both horizontally and vertically-- .

and is truly welcomed by those responsible for line functions, it is doubtful if
it justifies its own budgetary expenses or its own existence within the institu-
tion, regardless of how important we may happen to think the research findings
are for the university.

If this general premise iS correct, then several other points would seem
to follow:

1. The prime mover and coordinator of the institutional research
program will function best if his office is an adjuct of the presi-
dent's office. Essentially, he is an "assistant to" the president--
to help provide him and his central administrative officers with
pertinent background information that will improve the quality
of the administrative and policy decisions. He must, in fact,
become an integral part of the central deliberative bodies (both
faculty and administrative) if he is to be a genuine and productive
partner in the enterprise.

2. The actual research studies are not made solely or exclusively
by the staff of the office of institutional research. The staff of
that office can provide leadership and catalytic effects. However,
conditions and understandings must be established throughout the
institution that here is an office that has no axes to grind, that can
work harmoniously with any department or division of the univer.-*
sity, and that is concerned objectively and helpfully with all sorts
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of problems of institutional advancement. At this point, I should
like to agree wholeheartedly with Sam Baskin in emphasizing the
importance of working with faculty committees (and faculty mem-
bers generally) in helping to advance knowledge, understanding,
and concern about teaching and learning in specific relation to
the institution's educational objectives.

3. Given the firs* two propositions, one can see that the most effec-
tive program of institutional research is not a highly centralized
one, but rather a program which permeates the entire university.
Here, I see no real, conflict in the positions taken by Stuart Grout
and Robert Hubbard on Sunday evening. True, they were differ-
ent positions, but they are not in conflict. Certainly there is
need for a coordinating office of institutional research, as well
as need for a great deal of research that will not be conducted
by the administrators of the operational programs, or by faculty
committees. There is need for thinking time and for a kind of
inactive leadership that w5ll not normally be provided by others.

On the other hand, what could be better than an institutional
philosophy which places emphasis on continuous, institution-wide
self-study, with an office of inStitutional research aiding, leading,
and coordinating these efforts af every point. There is more
institutional research to be performed in each of our institutions
than any of our centralized offices dan possibly perform, so why
not encourage all other offices and divisions within the institution
to engage in various aspects of the total task? What is Important
is that there be adequate internal coordination and communication.

It is my contention. that some such context or conceptual framework as
the foregoing must be established before an office of institutional research can
expect to perform effectively either a catalytic or leadership role in the broad
area of institutional evaluation.

I would add that the internal relationships and conditions I have described
are not always easy to bring about. Colleges and universities generally have
not been run this way. Traditionally, and I think healthily, college and univer-
sity administrators (both up and down the hierarchy) have enjoyed and expect
to enjoy a fairly high degree of administrative freedom;. and in most institutions,
particularly the larger and more complex ones, there .seems to be some confu-
sion between academic freedom on the one hand and administrative freedom on
the other, which of course puts a high premium on genuine organizational
leadership at.the level of the presidency. If this leadership exists, if the
president believes in an administrative philosophy which places an appropriate
value on the results of valid and pertinent institutional research on a continuing
basis, and if the office operates within the foregoing context, the value of its
role can hardly be overestimated.

Now, what about the role of the office of iristitutional research in internal
evaluation? To what extent are the institutional (and policy) objectives being
met? And, what about the efficiency of the policies? Internal evaluation is
not only a legitimate function of an office of institutional research but it is a
necessary one. In fact the rble of the olliice in helping to discern, establish,
and implement policies would be weakened considerably if systematic and
objective evaluation were not to follow. It would seem that the evaluation
function is the function that completes the circle, because it is upon the results
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of policy evaluation that new or revised policies become discerned, established,
modified, or implemented--and then again evaluated. However, I am not at
all certain that these various functions of institutional research are that easily
separated. When one begins to conduct research to help in policy formulation,
he is to some extent inevitably assessing the value of existing policies--or the
lack of them. Therefore, while I find it valuable to think of the role of institu-
tional research in evaluation, it is difficult to isolate this role from all of the
others of which we have been talking for the past two days.

In this connection Paul Dressel speaks of the "inevitability of evaluation. "
If by evaluation we mean judging the worth of a policy, a procedure, a program,
or even of an experience or an idea, then this certainly takes place every day
on every campus, by. every office, and by every professor. The point is that
we have seldom applied the standards, criteria, or research design to the
evaluation of institutional policies and practices that the researchers in the
disciplines apply in their own disciplinary research, which of course aes
the whole question of criteria, a big subject for another paper or for the group
discussion to follow. It is commonplace to cite the tendencies of even research
scholars to hold and to express strong but highly subjective opinions on matters
outside their own fields of competence. It is also commonplace to cite the
tremendous resistance to change of college faculties generally, especially when
the matter under consideration relates to teaching methods or curricula.

In view of the inherent nature of colleges and universities, and especially
their faculties, I slibmit that we should not expect widespread immediate, or
spectacular, results in the area of policy and program evaluation. However,
in the long run, if the proper internal climate is established, if an outstanding
reputation for quality in institutional research in gradually built-up and confi-
dence established, and if both administrators and faculty are constructively
involved in the processes, then the evaluation role of the office of institutional
research is perhaps its most important role.

All that I have said in this regard relates equally to the five areas of
policy singled out for special con6ideration in this conference, namely: (I)
whom the institution shall serve; (2) type of faculty sought; (3) means of
financial support; (4) the building of lacilities; and (5) the curriculum.
However, these areas are the subjects for our group discussions, and I hope
that the proklem of criteria and standards for evaluation studies in these areas
will receive attention.
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James R. Montgomery
University Of-Tennessee

Evaluations of policies and programs take place, without doubt, every-
where there is an institutional research function performed. Out of approxi-
mately twenty-five studies, ranging from small to fairly complex, conducted
by the Office of Institutional Research in the University of Tennessee this past
year, six might be considered evaluative studies.

In approaching this topic I want to consider first some of the techniques
and proklems involved in reducing policies or programs to a form which can be
measured. Some years ago John Morris, then Director of Institutional Re-
search at the University of Mississippi, observed that one should obtain two
pieces of information before starting a survey: a statement of the purpose of
the survey, and an agreement that the type of information supplied will be
acceptable as an answer. 1

After trying other approaches, I have concluded that Morris is correct.
As time has permitted during this past year, the Office of Institutional Re-
search at the University of Tennessee has been collecting a few figures about
the faculty such as salaries, ranks, and median ages. Before starting the
survey on median age, I drew up some tentative forms aild submitted them to
the -irice president requesting such information. He observed that two of the
three forms would really not tell him anything, but that the third form seemed
well suited to his needs. This brief trip accomplished two things: (1) it indi-
cated that one report would be sufficient for the uses of this vice president,
and (2) that he still wanted the information. I am neither suggesting that it is
necessary to have someone approve every table and step in the gathering and
reporting process nor saying that one should find the exact answer needed in
order to supply the approved solution, but it is necessary to be certain that the
things one is finding have a close relation to the problems needing study.

Assuming one can obtain a statement on the information wanted, there
still is a problem of entering into studies for which there are answers. All of
you are aware of such studies; for example, which is best, the quarter or the
semester system? The fact that "x" number of schools have it one way and
"y" number another way does not tell much; neither does the fact that the mem-
bers of the faculty have different opinions on the subject. A better, although
still probably-useless, survey of the merits of a semester versus quarter
system might be to look at financial costs, student attrition in the two systems,
academic knowledge gained, number of library books circulated in two systems,
and other such information. Even then, assuming it possible to find such
answers, one might 'not supply information which would have any influence on
the system adopted.

In evaluation studies it frequently evolves that one must find by some
process the policies or objectives which apply, for they are seldom written
and when they appear at alljare sufficiently general to assure misunderstanding.
Another problem is that the persons wanting a study may fail to state e'Icher

1 John B. Morris, "Space Utililation surveys in Small Ins_titutions, " in
RiChard G. Ast and Hall T. Sprague, ed. , College Self Study (mimeographed,
Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education, 1959).
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Evaluations in Curricular Matters

In the winter and spring of 1963, the Assistant Academic Vice President
made plans to conduct a large-sized summer quarter which had been approved
by the President and the Board of Trustees. While the University of Tennessee
had previously operated on a four-quarter system, the new plans called for an
enlarged offering of courses, more faculty, and increased pay for summer
teaching. The Assistant Academic Vice President wanted to evaluate this
enlarged summer quarter. In planning the survey we determined to review
enrollment increases and to distribute a questionnaire to students enrolling in
the fall quarter of 1963 which would seek their reactions to the summer quar-
ter if they attended, or, conversely, ask why they had not attended it. The
questionnaire was modeled on one Joe Lins, Director of Institutional Studies
at the University of Wisconsin, used a few years ago in a more elaborate
survey. 3 We printed the questions on a data processing card which was col-
lected during the fall quarter registration. The student checked certain
responses, while other information was added from data already stored on
each student. Answers to such questions as the following seemed pertinent:

1. Did enrollment increase in a significant manner?

2. Where should emphasis be placed in recruiting to increase the size
of the summer quarter?

3. What scheduling difficulties did students have?

4. What improvements were needed in the summer quarter?

5. What reasons did students, have for not attending the summer quarter?

In brief the survey disclosed that t...nrollment increased significantly, that
scheduling problems were no more difficult than in other quarters except for
certain graduate students, that the longer a student remained in school the
more likely he was to attend the summer quarter, and that most students who
had attended the past summer and had not graduated planned to return the
following summer, while most students who had not attended the summer
quarter did not plan to enroll in it.

In another surey in the general area of curricular evaluatic)n, Gerald
Whitlock, of the Industrial Management Department of the University of
Tennessee, and I reviewed the effectiveness of pre7-college courses in such
fields as "How To Study, " "Rapid Reading, " "Rerht-::dial Mathematics, " and
Remedial English. "4 In this study we reasoned that considering the tirlae the
courses were offered, the group to whom.they were offered, and the content,
the objective was success in collegiate courses. In order to measure this
objective, we selected a control group of students with characteristics like the

3 L. S. Lins, "Student Reactions to 1961 Summer Sessions at the University
of Wisconsin, Madison Campus" (mimeographed, University of Wisconsin,
1962).

4 -This research has been published under the title "College Preparatory
Course Work, " in L. S. Lins, ed. , Basi's for Decision, Journal of
Experimental Education, XXXI, .No. 2, 1962, pp. 188-90.
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sample group, collected academic results in college courses on each group,
and perforined a "t" test. The college grades of students enrolled in such
courses when compared with a control group indicated that the courses either
failed to help or even hurt the individual concerned. While these same courses
are still offered in the University, publicity concerning them is not as
enthusiastic as formerly.

The Executive Dean of Student Affairs wondered what effect living on or
off campus might have on the length of time a student remained in school and
on his academic grades. He wanted information on whether or not rooming-
boarding houses affected the academic performance of students occupying
them.

In order to conduct this study, we collected information concerning
housing, persistence in school, and grade point average on an entering fresh-
man class over a four-year period. Then, in brief, we compared students
dropping out as a function of place of residence, organizational membershipl,
and sex and tested any differences obtained by use of Chi-Square analysis. If
you are somewhat confused by this study, do not be alarmed, for we have not
been able to simplify it sufficiently to write it up.

A rather quick and probably unproductive survey resulted from a request
from the Assistant Dean of Admissions and Records to compare the academic
accomplishment of international students enrolled in the Department of Civil
Engineering with citizens of the United States. This survey probably 'failed
to accomplish as much as it might have, for the researcher failed to:talk with
members of the Department of Civil Engineering in order to ascertain what'
was the purpose of the study.. It developed that only students from India and
China were numerous enough to be 'used in statistical tests. It was possible
to compare by use of a "t" test each group of students with a random sample
of native students. The survey showed that the students from one of these
overseas countries achieved higher--but not to a significant extent--that native
students, while the other country sent students who performed significantly
poorer.

Another evaluative survey in the general area of student personnel
management developed when one of the vice presidents asked how many high
school students who came to the campus during various high school visitation
days returned to enroll as freshmen. He wondered if the individuals being
entertained actually enrolled. The surve,- revealed that about 20 per cent of
the visitors entered. Immediate results followed. The Alumni Secretary,
who coordinated the visitation program, reviewed. his .record-keeping system
and found that he had missed recording the names of some of the individuals
who had visited the campus, and he also found that many of the visitors were
not seniors or even juniors. Consequently, the Alumni Secretary is now
striving to get his alumni workers to bring only high school juniors and seniors.
In addition, he has some material which allows him to ask his alumni workers
what is happening to students who visit the university but do not elect to enter
it.

The above examples are rather limited in the field of student personnel.
Several people who work in the general area of institutional researclAuch as
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John Hills, 5 Warren Willingham, 6 or Clifford Wing, 7 are doing good work in
evaluating admission policies and admission testing procedures.

Evaluation of Policies in Fiscal Affairs

Increases in the number of students and rising costs have led university
administrators and state governmental officials to ask more and more questions
concerning fiscal expenditures. The states of Florida, Indiana, and Texas, for
example, use a formula approach in dividing state funds among institutions of

higher education. Institutions in these states as well as in others, therefore,
are collecting cost data in order to substantiate budget requests. The Univer-
sities Study, 8 of which John Swanson is director, is striving to find, if they
exist, procedures and policies used in colleges and universities to allocate
funds and to make cost analyses. Cost analyses play a part in the evaluation
of policies. Since this subject is rather complex and has been discussed in
previous forums, there are only two points I want to make concerning it: (1)
Leroy Hull of Indiana University has just completed a publication directing the
cost analyses system used, by the state of Indiana, and (2) institutions making
cost studies need to evaluate such studies from time to time in order to make
certain that helpful and usable data are being obtained.

Policies related to capital construction projects are in the category of
evaluative surveys since it is necessary to evaluate usage and needs before
considering a new building. The typical space study frequently is limited to
utilization of classrooms. Since little or no attention is paid to the number of
faculty members and their offices or to bottlenecks resulting from scheduling
difficulties in much-used demonstration classrooms or laboratories, critical
space needs may not be pinpointed in space surveys, although the administra-
tion and the faculty involved are keenly aware that more room is needed. It
does not always take an elaborate or complicated space study to find out that if
enrollment is increasing by "x" numbers, and this increase Will require "y"
professors while there are only "z" number Of vacant offices, that something
needs to be done by someone regardless of whether there is 40 or 80 per cent
utilization of general classrooms at 9:00 on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.
I am certain that we fail, or at least I fail, to supply the right evaluative mate-
rial for good management decisions on whether or not to construct a given
building or series of buildings. The result is that by some process a building
is decreed, and then someone is asked to supply the justification. While
elaborate cases can be made for such buildings, I still believe this is a re-
versing of the process. In summary, I am suggesting that the administration
and the individuals supplying information need to join forces and arrive at some
better questions to ask in order that more helpful data appear in space surveys.

5 John Hills, Director, Office of Testing and Lru:tdance, Regents of the
University System of Georgia.

6 Warren Willingham, Director of Evaluation Studies, Georgia Institute of
Technology.

7 Clifford Wing, Director of Admiss*ns, Tulane University.
8 A national survey on terminology and procedures in fiscal matters.
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Evaluation of Faculty Members
Evaluations of the faculty are hard to make, for it is frequently difficult

to decide what to mea.6ure, much less how to do the study. Another complicat-
ing factor is that the research, when completed, is written off as the work of
a madman or one who fails to know the "t.rue" facts of the case, whatever that
may mean. Teac:_ing effectiveness, research production, standing in the
academic world, or even descriptive information on degrees, ages, and colleges
attended are items on which information is wanted.

Our administration, and faculty endorse a policy of developing a better
faculty. By expenditures of money and much hard work in recruittnen-TgITI
leadership, we have made efforts to effectuate this ideal. Here are a few of
the ways we evaluate the success of our efforts:

1. By comparing increases in faculty pay with increases in similar
institutions on a national level.

2. By comparing the_number of faculty by degrees held by academic
rank with earlier internal studies and also with other institutions.

3. By comparing median age of faculty members by college and rank
with other institutions.

Normative data from the United States Office of Education, the National Educa-
tion Association, and certain institutional research officers who have generous-
ly placed me on their mailing lists make such surveys possible. Although
rather time consuzaing, such surveys on the faculty may help to locate
potentiar critical areas.

However, there are many other more elaborate studies possible. Gerald
Whitlock of the University of Tennessee is currently experimenting with a
teacher rating sheet wh-lch allows a student to grade the professor on an "A
to F" scale and to respond to a series of 43 questions. He is now in the process
of comparing each response checked with the "A to F" scale. Whitlock reports
that a. common denominator of "F" teachers is the response: checked by students
indicating that the teacher appeared unprepared. Whitlock is still at work on
his survey. Galen Drewry, one of the discussion leaders its. this Forum, has
also attempted to evaluate teaching effectiveness as have many others. 9 Much
work remains to be done in teaching evaluation.

In the University of Tennessee we have not tried to evaluate faculty re-
search other than by counting output of published articles and books, a highly
inadequate but widely used approach. If we evaluated research on the basis of
publication in only the "leading" journals of a given academic field or on the
number of times an article is cited by .other authors, some interesting meas-
ures of research output might occur. Administration and feltow fa ulty
members would probably welcome assistance in measuring resear h
competency.

9 For example, see N. L. Gage, ed., '1la'ridbook of Research on Teaching (Rand
McNally and Co. , Chicago (c. 1963), Chapter VI, et passim.
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Another field which might prove useful in evaluation of faculties is the
measurement of public service functions or contributions in general to the
university or college, community, or society. In addition, we often believe,
based on tome process of rating, that certain personnel fail to fill their posi-
tions adequately while others overflow their area; the result is aichange in the
organizational chart. Perhaps one of the discussion groups will come up with
some ideas on the prediction of such behavior or measures of the effects of it
on the institution.

In conclusion, one point cannot be overstressed concerning evaluative
surveys. Unless policies and procedures are reduced to questions (or hypo-
theses) about which answers can be obtained, and unless the data collected
are meaningful to the person who wants or needs the survey, evaluative studies
are without value. Finally, I suggest that the work of the office of institutional
research is itself a subject for evaluative study and that it is necessary to give
attention to such a topic before a successor undertakes the job for you.
Without doubt there are many types of evaluative surveys--good luck with
yours!
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James I. Doi
New York University

My assignment for tonight, as described by our conference chairman, is
"to more or less sum up or synthesize what has been described in the previous
sessions, coming up with the speaker's own point of view"--in short, to present
what sort of conceptual framework for institutional research has been
"hammered out. "

In pursuit of this mission, I have dutifully attended the general panel
discussions, as have most of you, and listened with an open ear, a closed
mouth, and hopefully a resonably unprejudiced mind. I must confess that with
each testimonial of individual experience, preference, and point of view,
found itincreasingly difficult to hold to an unprejudiced mind. Yet I think
made a valiant effort, for this morning I awoke unnerved and somewhat
confused.

So it is with a feeling of uncertainty that I stand before you to present.
for your consideration a frame of reference for interpreting and, to some
extent, for synthesizing the points of view, the concerns and issues expressed
by the various speakers. I shall briefly sketch the major elements Of this
frame .of reference, then proceed to the summarization and synthesis of that
which I believe has been. "hammered out, " and finally indulge in the expression
of a few of my own prejudices and observations regarding institutional research,.

My frame of reference consists of the following which I shall state in the
form of propositions:

Proposition 1: That there has occurred an evolution of institutions of
higher education from small organizations which were relatively simple in
structure and function, characterized by student bodies and faculties small
ence.gh to permit a high degree of interpersonal communication (that is,. small
enough to maintain a unified campus cultur), and operating in a social order
which made relatively few and simple derncxnds on them, to large-scale, com-
plex organizations which are striving to perform a multiplicity of functions,
characterized by large student bodies and faculty populations, and operating in
a social order that pushes and pulls them, imposes on and, at times, coerces
them in manifold ways. In the course of this evolution ... from small to large
organizations, institutions have come to resemble the classic bureaucracy in
structure and mode of operation. (Having used the term "bureaucracy, "- let
me hasten. to say that I use it in, a neutral sense--simply as a term used by
sociologists to describe a formal organization characterized by clear-cut
division of labor, a system of differential controls and sanctions stated in the
form of rules and regulations, the assignment of role ::. to office-holders based
on technical qualifications, impersonal orientation of contacts between officials
and clients, and a structure of hierarchically arranged authority. The chief
merit of such an organization, at least as Weber saw it, is technical efficiency.

Proposition Z: That there is occurring in American higher education a
change in the s.pyle of administration from the non-scientific to the scientific,
the latter being characterized by the extensive use of knowledge as a basis for
decision-making. (Gordon Tyndall, in his provocative paper, spoke on. this
phenomenon, so.I shall not dwell on it further. )
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Proposition 3: That the preduction of this knowledge, institutional re-
search, has in many colleges and universities evolved from a form of organi-
zational behavior characterized by sporadic studies and collections of data to
a form of behavior characterized by coordinated and systematic review of
research needed for institutional improvement and by the recognition of this
process as a continuous, day-to-day function.

Proposition. 4: That in many colleges and universitiz?.s institutional re-
search, which for years was performed sporadically by administrators,
faculty members, and ad hoc study comrniti:ees, has become a function of
specialists--persons who are trained in research techniqueS applicable to
studies of institutional operations and who by virtue of their expertise are
appointed to and accorded a distinctive pin.ce in the organizational hierarchy.

Proposition 5: That these specialists, collectively, are becoming a
distinct professional group consisting of persons with a colleagial sense of
identity withothers engagcdirt. the: performance of comparable services and who
share with one another concerns over the identification and development of a
specific body of expert knowledge, guide-lines for profesSional conduct, etc.
(This conference itself is symbolic of the recent emergence of a rather sub-
stantial body of specialists who talk and worry like professionals. )

Before attempting to use these five propositions as a frame of reference
for integrating and synthesizirg the various points of view and concerns ex-
pressed in this conference, I would like to take a moment to comment on the
signilicsace of the order of these five propositions and my choice of certain
terms. Let me restate briefly the five propositions: '1) the evolution of insti-
tutiono of higher education from small, relatively simple organizations to
large-scale, complex organizations essentially bureaucratic in structure and
mode of operation; 2) the emergence of a new style of administration, which
for lack of intellectual energy to search for a better term, I have described
as scientific; 3) the evolution of institutional research as a form of organiza-
tior behavrior characterized by sporadic studies and collections of data to
that (..,:.,aracterined by coordinated and systematic conduct of studies needed for
institutional improvc:rnent; 4) the emergence of institutional research special-
ists; and 5) the professionalization of these men.

The order of these propositions is. intended to suggest that each succeed-
ing development is a consequence of the preceding development. The emer7 -

gence of the IR specialist as a professional and as an office holder in the organi-
zational hierarchy was dependent on the change in the nature of IR as a form
of organization behavior. For this change to have occurred there had to take
place a change in the style of administration. The evolution of this new style
of administration is not only compatible with but a logical consequence of the
evolution of institutions of higher educat,..on, especially the universities and

rge colleges, from small, relatively simple organizations to the large and
complex.

There are two terms crucial to this frame of reference--"evolution" and
"bureaucracy. My use of the term "evolution!' may best be uriderstood by my
avoidance of the term "progress. " Both connote change. But progress also
connotes movement toward Some ideal objective--an objective that is defined
by a particular set of values. One may speak of evolution, however (i. e. ,
change from the simple to the complex),without imputing value judgments.
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I do not necessarily regard as progress the fact that today the dominant
form of institution of higher education in the United States is the large, complex
university or that a small institution in becoming large exhibits the characteris-
tics of a bUreaucracy. Nor do I take pleasure in suggesting that in order to
appreciate fully the points of view, concerns, and issues expressed in this
conference, we look upon ourselves as specialists operating in the context of
bureaucratic-organizations. But I believe I am speaking of facts of life--reali-
ties that have been amply reflected in the statements made by the vari-ous
speakers.

Let me now proceed with the interpretation of what I believe I heard in
the context of the frame of reference that I have just described.

The various speakers were in complete accord on institutional research
as a staff, and not a line function. They were also agreed that institutional
research should engage in the evaluation of policy. Since evaluation as a pro-
cess generally involves studies and research, the speakers appeared confident
of the role of IR in performing this function. There were also consensus on
the role of IR in the formulation and implementationeof policy--specifically that
it does not, rather should not, directly formulate or implement policy. The
role of IR is apparently to engage in various studies and analyses designed to
produce information that will assist line officers and policy-makers in the
execution of their tasks.

Given such a high degree of consensus on the role of IR in the formulation,
implementation, and evaluation of policy, it would seem that we have indeed
hammered out important guidelines and can tomorrow return home and perform
our role with great confidence. Yet the climate of this conference does not
strike me as one of confidence. I am tempted to suggest as an appropriate
title for the proceedings of this conference the following: "The Proceedings of
an Emerging Profession--Nervous of Its Status, Uncertain of Its Role, and at
Variance on Style of Operation. "

Specifically, I refer to the fact that while the conference topics suggested
discussions of the generalized ±ole of IR, much of what was said dealt with
questions of the status of the director of IR in the institutional hierarchy, his
role, and the style of operation.

In regard to status, several of the speakers stressed the importance of
reporting to a line officer at the top of the administrative hierarchy--the
president himself. Others seem content to report to the vice president for
academic affairs or the provost. But these are only two of many places in the
hierarchy where IR men (and women) are located. Furthermore, the titles
varydirector, coordinator, administrative assistant, assistant to the
president, dean, assistant provost, etc.

In regard to role, what the IR. director does in his relationship with
others, it is obvious that one must look beyond general descriptions of functions
such as "to perform studies, " and "to assist. " Sorne IR men take the point of
view that like Sergeant Friday of that once-popular TV show "Dragnet, " they
search for and report only the facts. Judgment is for the "judge and jury,
ma'm. " Others like Sam Baskin of Antioch College take a more aggressive
role. They regard themselves as active "agents for change. " They not only
gather facts, but they also influence, persuade, cajole, and perhaps at times
find themselves threatening. And Still others seem able to perform the role
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court Rasputin. I once heard it said of a director of IR that his president
.'t make a decision about the university without first consulting him.

One also finds that in some institutions the office of institutional research
project-oriented--that is engaged only in-studies that are requested

t by other offices and committees. It is not unusual for such an offire of
itutional research to limit itself to a rather narrow range of studies--for
mple, the collectibn of data relating only to class size and teaching loads
he analyses of enrollments and student characteristics. In other instances,
office of institutional research stresses the institution-wide coordination of
:rnal studies and the identification of areas that require study. Such an
ce also undertakes studies on its own, but, generally speaking, attempts to
it them to types which can best he done by a central agency rather than by
operating units.

How can one account for these varia,tions in status, role, and orientation?

The single, most important factor underlying these variations, I believe,
;he degree to which an institution is committed to the new style of adminis-
tion. This new style, as previously stated, is characterized by reliance on
rwledge as a basis for decision-making. Where there is a high degree of
nmitment to the new style of administration, there will generally be found
.r or at the upper stratum of the administrative hierarchy, in one form or
ther, an office of institutional research which both coordinates and directly
;ages in IR projects. Where there is a low degree of commitment, there
1 be found an office of institutional research, or something approximating it,
t is project-oriented and that has little or no responsibility for coordination
i continuous review of needed research.

While each of us has his pet views on specific administrative arrange-
nts--that is, whether the IR director should report to the president or to a
e president, or whether he should be called dean, director, or coordinator--
importance attached to IR as an organizational function is related to the

-le of administration. This relationship suggests that the use made of an
ice of IR can be expected to vary with changes in key administrative officers.
e cannot assume that all men who gravitate to presidencies and vice presi-
acies know how to use an office of IR or want to rely on its services. There
a still men who, as key administrators, believe in attaining institutional
jectives by means of dead reckoning, who attempt to pilot the ship with the
ring and courage of old-time aviators. The future of institutional research
s with the increasing number of administrators and faculty groups who look
on a modern institution of higher education as a complex, fast-moving ship
ing in congested airlanes.,

3efore leaving the subject of things discussed in this conference, I should
remiss if I were not to attend to the question of whe an office of IR should
administration- oriented, faculty- oriented, or s tudent..- oriented. Generally
eaking, institutional research as an organizationalaunction has been and
ntinues to be administration-oriented. Bilt here again, I return to what is
iplicit in my frame of referencenamely, that total institutional commitment
the part of both faculty and administration to the use of knowledge as the
sis for decision-making has.yet to evolve. As has been often observed,
culties are basically conservative on matters pertaining to institutional
ange. An office of IR is perceived by many faculty members as another
necessary appendage to the administrative bureaucracy. Moreover, the use
at IR so often makes of data processing equipment and...procedures tends to .
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reinforce faculty fears that it may be just another development contributing
to depersonalization.

Thus far, I have spoken of IR particularly in terms of manifest functions,
that which we believe and say to be its role in institutional decision-making.
I have tended to impute to these manifest functions positive values. The co-
ordination and conduct of studies, the identification o. areas for study, the
instigation of changes, and various forms of assistance rendered to adminis-
trative officers, faculty, and, student groups are things we say we should do in
the belief that they contribute to organizational efficiency. Now let me turn
to the question of malfunctionsthings that might happen to reduce the effec.:,
tiveness of the office of IR. I shall limit my comments to those things which
are directly controllable by the director of institutional research.

The first that comes to mind is the IR man who starts as a specialist in
the design and execution of a limited range of studies and continues to be
merely just that, usually by failing to extend his competency in research
techniques and his comprehension of colleges and universities. This, more
than any other single factor, can lead to his becoming a mere bureaucratic
appendate. Not infrequently an institution will appoint as IR director an indi-
vidual with competency in certain kinds of studies that are of immediate inter-
est to it--for example, budget analysis and cost studies, or enrollment pro-
jections and student characteristics, or curriculum analysis and educational
experimentation. Within a two- or three-year period, studies of a given type
should become a matter of routine and the institutionreasonably well informed
of the situations encompassed by them. Other problems in other areas re-
quiring analysis may then come to the forefront. The director of IR should be
able to provide the knowledge and leadership in the study of such other problems;
if not, the administration wilLhave no other recourse but to regard the office
of IR as a repository of more or less routine, perhaps even unimportant,.
studies. By knowledge and leadership, I do not mean that the IR director
should seek to become an expert in every type of institutional studies. While
the attempt to become such a-complete expert is admirable, I doubt that achieve-
ment is possible. As a minimum, however, he should acquire knowledge of the
kinds of studies developed by others engaged in research on higher education
and of their relevance and applicability to the problems faced by his institution,
so that he can, through staff appointments, by appeal to faculty members inter-
ested in participating in various types of institutional research, and through
judicious use of consulting experts, get the job done.

A second way in which an IR office may malfunction is for its director to
use information gained from the studies as an instrument for extending personal
control over administrative areas or for solidifying his stoktus in the adminis-
trative hierarchy. He must undertake studies, but of equal importance is that
he disseminate the findings to appropriate persons within the institution. His
function is not to spring surprise information parties at the conference table,
or to be so secretive abou.;; his work that his administrative colleagues begin to
feel that he knows something about their operations that they don't know. With-
in four or five years in a given institution, a director of IR is likely to have at
his command a wealth of data about practically all aspects of the place. If there
occur during that period changes in administrativelposts, he should be available
to play an important role in familiarizing incoming officers with the institution.
The director of IR, above all others, should resist any temptation to put a new
man in his place by displaying, at the conference table, uncommon knowledge
about the latter's domain.
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Another form of malfunction, one which has been frequently cited in this
conference, is for the director of IR to attempt to implement policy while still
assigned to IR. There are two common manifestations of this. One is the IR
director who forgets that his role is staff and not line and attempts to take over
the line officer's area. This requires no further comment. The other, which
is surprisingly common, is the man who wears two hats--one line and the other
staff--for example, the man with the title "assistant provost and director of
institutional research. " I myself once committed this sin, and while there may
be persons sufficiently adroit to balance both hats, I. must confess that in the
time I attempted the feat, institutional research suffered. Here I am referring,
of course, not to the IR director whose status has been enhanced by an addi-
tional title, but to the person who has been assigned critical line functions (i. e. ,
decisions regarding promotions, appointments, fund distribution, etc. ) in
addition to the staff functions of IR. Quite aside from the difficulties of attempt-
ing two jobs, which are readily imaginable, the objectivity of the IR efforts is
likely to come under attack. Is the man manipulating the data so as to make
his decisions look right? Is he using the office of IR to study primarily those
topics which are of immediate concern to him in his line capacity, ignoring the
informational needs of other officers?

Another form of malfunctioning occurs when a director of institutional
research gives in to the urge to undertake a project that interests him mightily
but which, at the same time, is likely to be disruptive of institutional morale
or to aggravate an already unhappy situation of institutional anxiety. An insti-
tution, during any given period, is willing to subject itself to certain kinds of
studies but not to others. A director of IR must be able to sense these organi-
zational moods, speedily to put a halt to a proposed study, and just as readily
prepare for another on his agenda of "things to get done" which is more toler-
able to the institution. For example, the faculty morale study which John Dale
Russell undertook several years at New York University could have been
attempted at the University of Colorado in 1960 but not in 1963. A question-
naire asking faculty members to report annual income from consulting and
similar extracurricular professional activities might be tolerated by the faculty
of one university, but in another it would create a major furor. The function
of IR is not to rock the boat, but to enable the steersman to set a wise course;
if the search for navigational data might result in rocking the boat, the
steersman should be so advised.

That the director of IR and his staff should assiduously observe the confi-
dential nature of certain kinds of data and record to which they may have access
goes almost without saying. Closely related to the breach of confidentiality is
the publication of a study, the contents of which may be such as to cause
embarrassment to the institution. Just as some institutions are able to tolerate
certain kinds of studies which others are not, some institutions are better able
than others to withstand having their "guts" revealed to the public. While
Johnny Morris was Director of Institutional Research at the University of
Mississippi, he used to saithat the most interesting studies seldom see the
light of day; they are usually discussed within the confines of the conference
room, the findings acted upon but not widely disseminated. The post of
director of IR requires the exercise of restraint of the urge to publish. One
of the values of professional meetings of this kind is that it gives us a chance
to exchange notes on the techniques and findings of our unpublishable studies,
on a more less-confidential basis.

These observations on malfunctions, the..five cited by no means being the
only ones, are sufficient, I hope, to suggest that an office of institutional
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research is not an untarnishable creation. It is capable of malfunctioning, and
the examples which I have noted are those which are directly controllable by an
IR staff.

In the final section of this somewhat extemporaneous commentary, I
would like to make a few observations on the development of an association of
professional IR workers.

Institutional research has been characterized by great vitality in recent
years. This vitality is manifested in the growing body of IR literature, a very
substantial increase in the number of IR workers, and widespread recognition
among college and university administrators of the need for and value of
institutional research.

This afternoon we took an important step toward proiessionalizationthe
appointment of a constitution committee for the proposed association of IR
workers. That such an association would one day come into being was predict-
able a few years ago. I see no point in attempting to resist it, as I did a year
ago. I do urge, however, that the proposed association in its constitution and
by-laws avoid restricting membership by a rigorous set of qualifications
defining who is or who is not a professional IR worker. The current vitality of

institutional research, I believe, stems in no small part from the very lack of
an established norm of who is or who is not an IR man. Persons participating
in this and previous forums represent many disciplineseconomics, the be-
havioral sciences, business management, the natural sciences and mathematics,
education, etc. Their titles vary; they come from colleges and universities,
from governmental agencies, and state and regional coordinating agencies.
This diversity may irritate some of us, and it probably contributes to the air
of uncertainty as to what institutional research is, can be, and should be. Yet,

I believe we should treasure this diversity and retain it in the proposed
associatiOn so that we may continue to reap the contribution it makes to the
vitality of institutional research as a force for improvement of our colleges
and universities.
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G. Truman Hunter
International Business Machines

The Modern Information Explosion

University and college officers have the increasingly difficult task of
controlling their expanding institutions. This is because the educational insti-
tution, like most other organizations, is feeling the effects of the information
explosion--the creation of more and more information about more and more
things. Students are seeking information that is constantly changing to keep
up with the technical and social changes in our rapidly developing civilization.
The ability to use information of all kinds with great efficiency and flexibility
is central to controlling educational institutions under these circumstances.

To cope with their new problems, the university and college officers
need new concepts of information processing. These new concepts require
advanced data processing techniques, advanced analytical tools, and new
organizational structures. One new concept of university and college adminis-
tration which has promise of being a significant help is the IBM University and
College Information System (UCIS)--a framework which each institution can
modify to create a management control system which will helF those in charge
solve today's problems and plan for tomorrow's needs.

The IBM University and College Information System evolved from a total
approach to the informational needs of all elements of the insitution. There-
fore, the system requires the support and coordination of top-level officers.
These officers will be rewarded for their efforts by having at their fingertips
better information for decision-making than would be poss le through any
lesser system.
The Scope of the University and College Information Syste

The IBM University and College Information System -elates to all ele-
ments of the university and college administration and is ivided into three
major areas: Student records, financial administration, rid planning and
development.

1. Student Records

This area deals with applicants, students, and alumni. The ultimate
student record system would begin when a student first enters elementary
school and end with his decease. Some educators have called this a "cradle to
the grave" approach. Short of this idea an individual institution can organize
its own system of student information into a total approach.

The concept of UCIS is to establish an individual master record for each
student, in electronic form, as a result of the admissions process. This rec-
ord will be added to and drawn from by the other functions of testing and coun-
seling, registration and recording, student services, and alumni records. In

addition to serving all parts of the student record system, the student master
record will provide current and complete information for the benefit of such
financial operations as student loan accounting and all the student data needs of

planning and development.
61.
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2. Financial Administration

This area deals with personnel, material, facilities, and funds. In re-
cent years, industrial orgenizations which have similar problems in these
areas have developed a number of new management techniques. The UCIS
goal is to apply these new ideas to the similar problems of educational insti-
tutions. There are two general types of operation in financial administration:
accounting and control.

Accounting operations have definite deadlines and widespread external
demand, and deal with dollars and budgets. Functions which have accounting
as a primary concern are student accounting, payroll, personnel management,
ircorne accounting, and general accounting. The concept of UCIS is to establish
a single master account record in electronic form that is used to serve all
departments of the institution. This master record would consolidate all
accounts, including budgetary and cost control accounts.

Control operations primarily have internal demand. Control deals with
units and rates. Functions which have control as a primary concern are pur-
chasing and material management, plant and equipment management, and
investment management. The concept of UCIS is to establish control records
wherever the master student and master account records prove incapable of
supplying the needed information. For example, inventory control information
should be in item number sequence, while the inventory account record should
be in a sequence relating to department and fund numbers.

As physical plants expand to meet enrollment increases, new types of
facilities are developed to serve new needs. As financing gets more compli-
cated, the administrator increasingly will need to use better control techniques
in the area of financial administration.

3. Planning and Development

The newest of the three UCIS areas, planning and development, deals
with studying the institution's problems, planning for the future, and developing
ways to finance the plans. These functions are becoming the most critical in
all of administration. The degree to which they are interrelated and built upon
the two operating areas, student records and financial administration, will
determine the effectiveness of this area.

Institutional studies or research have become vital to the determination
of costs of instruction, allocation of faculty effort, allocation of space and other
resources, estimation of enrollments, and other facts about the institution's
past, present, and likely future. For state-supported institutions the growth
of the planning and development area was initiated by legislative requests.
However, mounting operating and construction costs, longer material and
building lead times, and expanding sources of funds make it apparent that all
universities and colleges need an effective planning and development activity
for their own internal control.

Planning involves projecting the resource needs of the institution into the
near and intermediate future. The short-range plans will shape and justify the
next budget. The intermediate plans may affect the entire nature of the insti-
tution. Such basic and important activity must be directed with the aid of the
best possible information; this means not only the collection and display of a
wide array of facts, but also the analysis of thtse facts as they relate to the
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future. Perhaps one of the most powerful single uses of the computer is its
ability to simulate human situations and predict the future. Simulation means
the ability to approximate the effects of various alternative courses of action
without the cost of actually taking any of these actions. It has been applied to
aircraft and missile design for years. It is now receiving widespread interest
in industry and has great potential for education.

Development of funds is an activity that must be given meaning by the
personal efforts of the chief executive. It is becoming more important to
augment the chief executive's skill and intuition with more exhaustive analyses
of the needs for funds. This function is that of translating the adopted plans
and their costs into income sources. As the income sources prove to be
greater or lesser than estimated and as the nature of the educational
environment changes, plans may need to be changed.

4. Central to the above three is a modern data processing installation
which is used for processing all the information. The electronic data process-
ing system has, perhaps, its greatest payoff in the planning and development
area. It offers two major capabilities: (1) the ability to process large bodies
of information, and (2) the ability logically to analyze this information as an
extension of man's thinking processes.

The University and College Information System brings the officer into
contact with all pertinent activities of the on-going enterprise as these activities
occur. The officer gets a picture of the exceptional situation that needs his
immediate attention. He can ask for rearrangements of the same information
and get them promptly. He can expect new kinds of information brought about
by newly interrelated records from all over the campus. He can have a
laboratory for experimentation before committing himself to costly programs.

Let me make a few general data processing comments, and then see how
they affect the UC1S concept and ultimately people in institutional research.

1. Raw data in file folders in file cabinets is essentially useless for
research purposeo.

2. If data is to be used only once, don't bother to put it into a form
suitable for machine processing. However, who can prejudge data
this way? Thus, only the exceptional data will not be changed for
machine processing.

3. For simple efficiency, data to be used more than once should be put
in a form for machine processing as early as possible, eliminating
the duplication of clerical effort.

4. Suitable forms for machine processing mean that information is re-
corded on IBM cards for punching or machine reading. Wherever
possible, a document should be used for machine re-entry. As an
example, type readers are in the laboratories today and will_be
practical in the not-too-distant future for some applications.

5. Let me distinguish between clerical and management data processing
application by using as an example, listings versus analytical reports.

6. The number one function of an educational institution is to educate
students and faculty. More effort and attention should be directed

ra.ai) 6
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toward education and the improvement of the 'educational process.
The use of data processing can assist in these efforts, With the
foregoing in mind, let me repeat the concept of UCIS showing how
each section ties into institutional research.

Student Personnel. Administration

Each student is a complete person; therefore, his record should be a
complete record because many departments or activities will contribute infor-
mation to build up his cumulative student record. Likewise, many departments
will wish to have access to this record for whatever part they play in assisting
the student during his academic career. Somethe academic advisor, for
examplewill want information about just one student. Others will want infor-
mation for many students for management analysis. This type of information
has usually been very sketchy and difficult to obtain.

Now is the time for the student personnel administration to take a com-
pletely new look at the information handling which has to be done. It should be
analyzed as one system in the light of the complete job Nihich should be done,
utilizing modern data processing technology with all its capabilities.

Secondary school officials are now talking quite seriously about stand-
ardizing student records Statewide education systems of junior colleges,
state colleges, and universities are seeing the need for and are developing
standardized information as students transfer from one institution to another.
The interest of national education agencies in consistent student data for
planning purposes is another reason why more and more educators are lookiug
at the processing of student records from a total system's basis.

A student's master record should be started in the admissions office.
The information should be put in punched card form at the earliest possikle
moment. The IBM data processing installation, even at this early time, can
perform many valuable functions, such as editing and calling attention to and
even writing a form letter for missing items needed to complete an application.

The information on applicants usually comes during a short ti-nae each
year causing high peakloads of clerical-type work. Data processing equipment
can help reduce time lags during such peak periods.

It is estimated that some 50 per cent to 90 per cent of the applications,
according to a set of rules, will be either clearly accepted or declined.
Machines can do this kind of preliminary screening, saving the difficult cases
for personal attention. Lists of acceptances and rejections can be printed
with the reasons for the action taken so that personnel can make a quick proof
check before official action is taken.

At the same time that individual applications are processed, the IBM
EDP system can produce daily or weekly statistics on applications which can
be compared against objectives to guide official action. For example, officials
may have specific objectives for the geographic spread of out-of-state or
foreign students, alumni vs. non-alumni relations, particular colleges or
curriculum enrollment maxima, per cent of men or women students, availa-
bility of scholarships or lpans, dormitory space, academic standing, and many
other items. Quick information about any or all of these will be of considerable
aid to officials making the decisions for admissions. Such information is a
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relatively simple machine by-product of the application process if the entire
application is put into the data processing system from the very beginning.

Quite a few schools are doing extensive analysis of applicant information.
They are able to give relative values to the same apparent grade level from
different schools based on past performance of the students. From this and
other information they are then able to make fairly accurate predictions on
first-year academic performance of students.

Once an applicant is accepted, the IBM UCIS can automatically start him
on the next steps toward class registration, start the action chain for the
financial area including fees, loans and scholarships, start the procedure for
other services, such as board and room, medical and testing--all without
people having to duplicate information already in machine form.

Many colleges already use IBM ,-omputers to do the actual student
scheduling function. Procedures are being improved to make the results of
such an operation as efficient as possible with respect to costs, facilities, and
faculty requirements.

Testing and counseling are important functions before and after admission
to college level work, and a thorough analysis of a test is an easy task for the
IBM system. The testing process should mean far more than just counting
right or wrong answers. The results can provide a great deal of information
about student performance, the value of test questions and the effectiveness of

the teaching process. This kind of information can be used to help the individ-
ual student improve himself. It can help the institution improve its educational
function.

As testing and analysis procedures are improved through the use of data
processing proc'.!dures, counseling procedures can become more effective in
guiding a student toward his educational objectives.

During the school year the IBM UCIS can greatly reduce the clerical work
in connection with grade reporting, and from that task, do several editing jobs.
It can uatomatically produce honor lists and call for assistance to help those in
academic difficulty. Editing can also check on individual progress toward
degree requirements, as early as the first day of classes, so as to prevent
embarrassment caused when an error is_found to late to allow a change which
would permit graduation as expected.

When the question of job placement comes up before graduation, good
records and counseling are important. The IBM UCIS can provide the complete
records to assist the counselor. Also, the system can provide lists of students
to match interests of employers and thus keep each person in contact with the
most suitable job opportunities.

After a student graduates, it is important to keep in touch with him as an
alumnus. From a long-range research basis, the correlation of school record
and later performance can help the institution evaluate and improve its educa-
tion and counseling operations. The institution may provide employment
service in later years, too, thus continuing its service to alumni.

Many schools are counting more and more heavily on alumni for both
financial and influential support. Complete current alumni records in the IBM
UCIS can quickly provide lists in a v.ariety of sequences, do gift analysis, and
help in manY- aspects of communication with alumni.

!t.
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Financial Administration
The area of financial administration is composed of functions dealing

with personnel, facilities, material, and funds. These functions, more than
others associated with education, closely resemble functions in commercial
enterprise and can benefit from the management tools and concepts developed
and already proven useful in industry.

Performance budgeting, internal operation costs, rates of use or rates
of change are the kinds of information which are useful for control purposes.
Ideally, control information would be available at any instant. Practically, a
compromise has to be reached so that the information does not cost more to
get than it is worth. Indeed, it should cost appreciably less than the value
placed on it by management.

The demands of the financial administration can be met through the use
of the IBM UCIS and its ability to accept, store, process, and display infor-
mation in almost any conceivable combination of ways. However, the demands
can be met only if the entire operation is planned as a complete coordinated
system, rather than as a collection of somewhat related functions. A few of
the typical sub-systems applications in the financial area are given in the
following paragraphs.

The use of a good manpower skills inventory system can give management
a quick source of names of people who might fit any specific personnel assign-
ment. The ability of the IBM equipment to match job and personnel profiles
can produce quick action and allow better personnel operations, thus improving
morale. Since the payroll is probably the largest single expense item for the
institution, gr:od personnel operations through effective information procedures
can be of coasiderable assistance in smooth operation of all facets of the
institution.

A purchasing operation with highly coordinated information about inven-
tory levels, minimum economic ordering quantities, accounts payable, receipts
and check writing can save money ia material costs, inventory space, and
outside good will. All of the above operations can be a fast, highly automated
procedure. The analyses of vendor operations, inventories, and budget
expenditure relationships are additional benefits available from a well-planned
administrative system.

The maintenance of plant and equipment for an institution is probably the
largest non-academic department of most educational institutions. Good con-
trol of costs and job schedules is greatly facilitated through the use of infor-
mation available as part of the IBM UCIS. Preventive maintenance is facilita-
ted by the system, but even emergency repairs can be expedited by the
availability of fast, accurate information. This may be through simple
reference information, or extensive information retrieval of engineering
drawings, plans, and charts by machine procedures.

The control of one-time projects can be greatly facilitated by the use of
PERT and its critical path method operations. Here again the IBM equipment
and programs can provide much information in a minimum time and thus
expedite modern management control.

Routine scheduling of all equipment and facilities can be assisted through
the use of the IBM installation. Multiple inpirt devices linked to the data
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processing center through communication lines can keep central files up to
date and prevent idle periods due to lack of current status information.

The funding of most educational institutions is now being done through a
complicated anc.; diverse combination of sources. The need for coordinating
all contacts with these many sources requires more and more data handling
and analysis which can be expedited through the use of the IBM installation.
Adequate information can influence legislators or boards of trustees to see
more clearly needs or benefits of a program. Investment analysis cen be per-
formed through the use of computer programs already available. Alumni
drives can be organized for more efficient coverage and return through the use
of well-mechanized record handling. Research contracts require detailed
accounting and record keeping which can be facilitated through the use of the
IBM UCIS. The foregoing comments are only an indication of the many reasons
why the financial administration needs a well thought out information handling
system and capable equipment in order to do its part in helping the educational
institution meet its objectives.

Planning and Development Administration

Of the three general categories of administrative work described in the
IBM UCIS, the planning and development area is the one most closely related
to the chief administrator of a college or university. The use of data process-
ing equipment can save some money and time in student and financial record-
keeping applications, but it has the potential for making by far the greatest
contribution in the planning area.

It is rather strange that computers have found extensive use in scientific
areas but that there has been almost no transfer of this knowledge and capability
to the area of administrative planning on the same campus.

Too often, planning is a "made do" effort, handicapped by a lack of time,
clerical effort, and information. Decisions are made on assumptions, esti-
mates, and small samples which are often not very respresentative.

When the student and financial records are mechanized, all this infor-
mation is easily available as an inexpensive by-produce for use as input to the
planning operations. The kinds of reports generally desired are not simple
lists from the past, but rather analyses showing trends, shifts, changes,
utilization of facilities, etc. With the aid of this type of information,
projections can be made as to what the most likely posEibilities will be in the
future.

A whole new technique is now available to assist the administrator. It
is called simulation. I. depends on mathematics and may be greatly aided by
the use of a computer. Dr. Hendrix will have more to say about this, so my
remarks will be very sketchy.

Scientists and engineers have used simulation techniques for years.
Sometimes this takes the form of physical models. such as scale models of an
airplane in a wind tunnel. At other times the simulation is completely mathe-
matical in the form of equations. An example of the latter is a simple account-
ing procedure. simulates the flow of actual cash through a business but
does it in terms of numbers, rather than the actual bills or coins.

Statistics from the past can give values and illustrate trends for such
things as number of applicants, numbert fpstudents, drop-out ratio, academic
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fields of interest, academic abilities, class sizes, faculty-student ratio, in-out
of state student ratio, men-women ratio, cost per student per subject and level,
area per subject per class, material costs, and many other relationships.

If the administration assumes the trends will continue, it is relatively
simple to give quantitative values, for any desired time in the future, to such
questions as: how many students, teachers, dormitory spaces, and classrooms
are needed? What cost per student per course, what total costs, what
operating costs in a wide variety of categories, etc. ?

Most administrations cannot assume that the future will contine the same
as the past. They have to make assumptions that some rates will increase,
others will decrease. They have to assume certain ceilings will exist at
various times in such things as space, facilities, and finances. With a com-
puter they can make the calculations to show the consequences of various
decisions. The administration can virtually experiment with all aspects of
operation which can be put into nurnexic form. Hundreds of combinations of
factors may be examined to determine their effects without committing or
risking any large outlays of money.

The IBM UCIS offers to the administration valuable information from
which it can make well-informed decisions. Once a decision has been made,
statistics should be available to'keep a close check on the relation of the
actual results and the expected results so that action may be taken quickly
when anything deviates from the plan.

With the growth and changes in education coming as fast as they are,
planning must be done better, quicker, and farther into the future than ever
before. The IBM UCIS will prr- ti-) facility to do this. Machines will allow
personal attention.

You people in institut.,- search should support th( i-riproved system
concept of mechanizing student and financial record handling with modern data
processing technology--high volume processing and output capabilities. This
will provide you with both the informati5a you need for your own work and the
processing capability to do the research.

s%
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Vernon L. Hendrix
University of California.at Los Angeles

Introduction

The primary purpose of this document is to present a rationale for re7
search, administrative in nature, which permits analyses of the present and_
proposed activities of the various components of a system. These analyses
will then permit the identification of decision situations and of solutions to these
decisions which will maximize the over-all effectiveness of the educational
system. The term "educational system" means any sufficiently autonomous
and discrete educational institution, organization, or unit. It could be a univer-
sity, a college, a junior college, a school district, a state school system, or
an individual high school. The phrase "administrative research" is used to
refer to the over-all process involved. More specifically, it means basic
concepts and rationale behind the procesLes.

It will be apparent that these concepts have been borrowed from opera-
tions research as it has developed in business, industry, and the military but
have been altered and adjusted so that they are applicable to educational enter-
prises. Thus, the phrase "administrative research" is used to avoid confusion
with operations research.

Definition
Administrative research is broader in concept than what now is called

institutional research and may actually utilize institutional research (making
studies, gathering data, etc. ) as a basis for arriving at decisions.

Administrative research is a process which invOlves the continuing use
of a particular conceptual framework as a basis for arriving at decisions.
This framework consists of the application of scrientific methods to the process
of defining objectives, assembling relevant data, and utilizing these ha arriving
at decisions which affect the achievement of the objectives.

Characteristics
Before proceeding with a formal presentation of the concept of adminis-

trative research, one must list some of the characteristics of administrative
research. These can be either essential or nonessential. The essential
characteristics are as

1. Administrative research is concerned with the systems approach. It
seeks to find the best decision for the total institution or operation.
This may involve an increased achievement of some objectives and--
upon occasion, in the interests of the total institution--a decreased
achievement of others.

2. Administrative research is interdisciplinary in nature and lends
itself to a team approach. A team may consist entirely of staff
members from within an in.stitution (particularly in a college, the
faculty of which includes repaKentatives of varied disciplines),
entirely of experts from outside'the institution, or of members from
both within and without the institution. This organization permits,
even encourages, the panipation 6f faculty members from a wide
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number of disciplinary areas to become involved in studies of their
own institution, bringing to bear their own particular specialties on
the institution's problems.

3. Administrative research aims to bring the most advanced available
procedures to bear on the process of arriving at effective decisions.
It aims to provide decision-makers with a scientific basis for arriving
at decisions which involve the interaction of components of the insti-
tution in the best interests of the institution as a whole. Usually,
models are devised to illustrate the interaction of factors affecting
the achievement:of objectives and the objectives themselves.

4. Any or all types of research (theoretical or applied, experimental or
survey, literary or statistical) may be used to provide relevant data
for the administrative research process.

Some monessentiar. characteristics might be:

1. Administrative research is, if it is being used at all, a continuous,
as opposed to discontinuous or discrete, process. It involves the
repeated and continuing examination of relevant facts during the
process of study, and, hence, the frequent revision of objectives,
methods of study, and procedures for applying results to the making
of decisions. It is not a problem-solving device or a technique with
which to meet emergencies or "put out fires, " although it would
probably assist with such administrative tasks. Accordingly, the
processes in administrative research cannot ordinarily be listed in
sequence.

2. The basic tasks in administrative research are, in general terms,
translating the problems of the decision-maker (in institution-wide
terms) into research problems, assembling relevant data, and
applying the findings to decisions.

3. Administrative research provides decision-makers with informat4
by which they may assess the extent to which the many di
objectives of the institution and its parts are achieved, anu i.cw the
relative achievement of these objectives relate to the effectiveness
of the institution as a whole. Effectiveness is ultimately determined
on the basis of the relative value of the objectives and the extent to
which they are achieved.

Assumptions

Several assumptions are necessary if administrative research is to be
useful in educational systems. Some of these are as follows:

1. Only people have problems; problems do not exist unless there are
people to be aware of them. In general, problems exist when some-
one wants something that he does not have, or feels that what he has
is somehow lacking. When someone feels that he has a problem,
and he is also required to find or develop a solution for the problem
(i. e. , he must find the "something else" or alleviate the "lacking"),
he is usually called an administrator or decision-maker.

2. Another assumption which appears to be inherent in administrative
research is that pure, theoryroriented research and split-second
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decision-making can be regarded as lying at opposite ends of a
continuum. At points in between these extremes would lie such
processes and procedures as institutional research, surveys,
gathering of data for administrative use, and such behaviors as
checking to see if a student whose last name is the same as the
govenor of the state is actually the governor's relative before
signing forms to have the student dismissed from the state univer-
sity for dormitory rowdiness.

Much of the literature and research in the area of decision-making emphasizes
administrative behavior. Typically, administrators are described as facing
situations, problems, or questions which need immediate solution. The proc-
ess, as studied, consists of the selection of alternatives based on knowledge
already held or readily obtainable about the situation. In some treatments of

the decision-making behavior of administrators, this process is represented
as a series of yes-no decisions (3:165-188). One general fault which character-
izes this concept is the atomistic view taken of the problem. Quite often, the
organization, system, and the environment of the institution are apparently
ignored. The simultaneous consideration of the total environment, with all of
its objectives, problems, and possible solutions, is seldom considered. In

fact, looking at the problem in this behavioristic manner one finds it extremely
difficult to view the total system.

At the other end of this continuum, we might the traditional classical
view of research. This concept views research as originating from, contri-
buting to, helping to alter and/or to reorganize theories, which, stated in
general terms, attempt to explain for man his perception of his piace in the
universe. For example, in relation to educational matters, researchers have
developed and are constantly testing certain theories which attempt to explain
learning. A typical attitude expressed by administr ators regards such research
as useful and necessary, but not too "practical" for making decisions.
Complexity, tentativeness of results, and other excuses are often used.

It is felt that administraf-ive research might be abJe to coordinate and
organize the processes and procedures that stretch over this continuum, so
that the administrator and policy-makers can make more exP, L use of the
entire range of research activities for decision-making.

3. In the first assumption it was stated that only people have problems.
similarly, it may be assumed that objectives, and the relative
values of objectives, do not exist unless there are people to value
them. This assumption is indeed basic to all educational enterprises
and prohibits administrative research from being mechanistic or
dehumanizing. In fact decisions reached without this type of analysis
are probably more mechanistic, since they can't take into consider-
ation all the relevant values and elements in a situation.

4. Another assumption is that objectives must be stated in measurable
terms. This is again basic to all educational endeavors, but usually
does not characterize the objectives of the institutions as a whole.
Any catalog statement of institutional objectives bears mute evidence
tor, this fact, since in nearly all cases they are not measurable, and
in most cases are meaningless.

71
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Elmer West, speaking at the Forum on Institutional Research at the 1963
convention of the American Association of Junior Colleges, recognized this
problem. He states, referring particularly to junior colleges:

"Lets start with the 'why?' of the institution itself. This is not
necessarily a problem for institutional research, but it is pre-
liminary to institutional research and is a problem for adminis-
trative research. Unless the situation has clearly stated objec-
tives, it has no way of determining its progress toward those
objectives- Furthermore, those objectives must be stated with
clarity and conciseness, and with a reasonable relationship to
potential accomplishment, if they are to be researchable. A
community college cannot, for example, give as its purpose
'service to the community' without delimiting its service so as
to exclude fire and protection, street repair, transportation, and
other services to the community. The situation may resemble
that of the man who had learned numbers, but not how to read;
when he came to the sign post he could tell how far away he was,
but not what he was away from. The first step, then, is to ask
'why' and see that an answer is given in reasonable, objective
terms. Although this should precede institutional research as a
practical matter, it may, in some instances, be the first task of
institutional research.

"Activity and achievement are not synonymous; the latter pre-
supposes some point of departure and an objective. In the junior
college field objectives may not be less clearly stated or more
confused than in other components of higher education, but they
may appear to be because of the focus of attention on them today.
For this reason, there is perhaps even greater need to emphasize
the necessity for clear objectives as a basis for goal-directed
institutional research in the junior college.

"Once the aims are clearly established, the programs--offered
or needed--to accomplish the objectives may then be studied.
Education in this country seems to pride itself on its diversity.
But neither conformity nor diversity has virtures within itself,
and neither is, therefore, of value in itself. These, also, must
be related to the purposes of the institution if they are to have
meaning; thus, the characteristics of the institution as it is must
be studied in relation to its stated purposes in order to relate its
effectiveness to its aims. How can the administration tell, for
example, anything about its needs for faculty unless it knows
what the institution plans to offer in the way of curricula and how
these curricula relate to institutional purposes? How does it
know about faculty qualifications unless it has studied them; and
how are changes in these known unless they have been the subject
of continuous study? An institution may, quite without design,
relate its purposes to the qualifications of its current (and
possibly powerful) faculty rather than the other way around. It
is difficult to understand how complacency can exist in an educa-
tion institution, but sometimes it does because the institution
does not examine itself as carefully as it examines even its
lowliest applicant. "
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in a later comment, concerning objectives and programs for achieving
them, West says:

"Within the bounds of objective study and an expectation of rational
analysis and application, institutional research can make substan-
tial contributions in the area of policy making, of long-range plan-
ning, of evaluation, and of management. It becomes, in practice,
the systematic, continuous, organized, purposeful, evaluative
stur'-' of the institution itself. "

The Processes of Administrative Research

Administrative research consists of two major processes, each of which
can be broken down into several Subprocesses. (See outline. ) The first con-
sists of analysis of the decision situation. The components of a decision situa-
tion consist of the (1) decision-makers, (2) the objectives, (3) the system or
environment in which decisions are made and operations carried on, and (4)
the factors and alternatives which are available. It is therefore clear, as
viewed by simple administrative research techniques, that a decision is seldom,
if ever, the simple matter of selecting or not selecting a course of action.
Indeed, this would be an oversimplification of the entire procedure.

The second major process consists of the definition of function and the
construction of models to represent the in ractions of objectives and the
factors affecting them. The models are tl i solved to yield the highest over-
all effectiveness for the system as a whole. Again, this process can be

further subdivided.

These processes are not discrete, nor are they necessarily sequential
or chronological. For example, in analyzing the decision situation, the con-
struction models will most likely be considered. Also, the types of studies
available in the process of defining functions and constructing models would
in some ways determine the analysis of the decision situation and the establish-
ment of controls over the functions and solution. Solving of models would be

considered while ccnstructing models to be sure that solution
for models being developed. While analyzing the decision sLLuat,Lon,

administrator would most certainly consider putting solutions to work and
controlling them. He would want to be certain that the solutions were possible
and legal, etc.

Other examples might be given to illustrate the nondiscrete and non-
sequential nature of these processes. Any attempt to initiate administrative
research in an organization would begin with analysis of the decision situation,
but almost immediately the other processes would become involved.

Analysis of the Components of the Decision Situation

Administrative problems and resulting decision situations involve the
effectiveness of the organization as a whole and conflicts of the interest and/or
effectiveness of functional units within the organization. For example, private
colleges have multiple goals. Oversimplifying, two of these might be to meet
the needs of the students and meet the needs of the constituents. Often these
conflict. What balance between the two would maximize the over-all effective-
ness of the college? Within organizations conflicts of interest and/or effec-
tiveness also arise. For example, it is the purpose of teachers to teach and

counselors to counsel and guid,:S'tudents. How might time, energy, funds, etc.
be allocated so that the student is maximaibenefited?
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After identifying a problem or issue faced by a decision-maker, one must
translate the situation into a research problem which can be studied by scien-
tific methods. This particular task is centrally important to the whole process
of administrative research, for, in a sense, it epitomizes the total concept,
requiring as it does the formulation of objectives and procedures and the
projection of possible outcomes.

To understand this process one must first define the system or environ-
ment. The system or environment consists of the participant, those who are
affected by the courses of action, those for whom the objectives are specified,
and the decision-makers. It is often useful to think of this in terms of a
communication network. In a given educational system this might consist of
constituents, board members, administrators, faculty members, students,
employers, etc.

Analysis of the decision situation would actually depend on thorough
analysis of the communications and control network of the organization. Such
analysis would be needed to identify the components of the problem, to permit
the construction and solution of models, and to administer the testing of models
and the solution. Initially, this requires three general types of knowledge
about the communications network. First, the status of the network at the
present time must be established. Second, the control processes within the
network must be analyzed, generally as belonging to one of five categories.
Third, changes in the..network and control processes over a period of time
must be identified. One must identify the units or individuals within the
organization, specify the processes they perform, and indicate the direction
of input and output in relation to the other units and individuals in the organi-
zation. There are a variety of sociometric and psychometric methods as
well as less sophisticated techniques for the analysis of communications sys-
tems. It must be remembered that the term "comminications system" does
not refer only to the flow of information.

There are a variety o ntro1 pisses which can be schematically and
mathematically represented for purposes of analysis. In general they may be
classified into five categories.

Transformation processes receive input and produce output. These 17-
vary from simple conduction or transmission to various transformations ne
input before it b--comes output. A clerk opening mail would be represent=i-ve
of this process.

Sorting prccesses or systems are characterized by at least two output
channels. Input ±om one or more sources is sorted, recognized, analyzee:.
and discharged into the two or more output channels. A clerk sorting maiL
would be representative of this process.

First order feedback mechanisms compare output to input or pre-
established standa=ds. Basically, such processes operate to maintain goals
that have been established. The incumbering of accounts, as the result oif
orders placed, would be representative of first order feedback. The pur4pose
of this process, of course, would be to prevent orders from exceeding
budgetary limitations.

Memory units within systems or networks permit second order feediback
and goal-changing behavior. The previous example might be expanded to
illustrate this process. If orders are received which would exceed the ance
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available within budgetary categories, first order feedback would result in
rejection of the order. If memory units are available, second order feedback
would then examine the memory to see if past experience indicates that funds
within the given budgetary category are soon to be replenished. If this is
indicated, second order feedback might permit the processing of the order to
continue. An example might be overdrawn bank accounts.

Reflection permits third order feedback, another type of goal-changing
behavior. In addition this permits the restructuring of memory, based on
current inputs to produce and to recognize new alternatives. Psychologically,
this would be called consciousness. Pursuing the previous example, reflection
processes might decide that the order in question should really be placed in

another budgetary category, that budget funds might be transferred from one
category'to another, that the order might be delayed, etc.

It now becomes necessary to identify decision-makers. Several qualities
identify idecision-makers. They are usually responsible for recommending and
modifying policies. Their approval is required and is expressed before policies
can be ..nodified, executed, or implemented. They must usually grant final
approval and often posses veto powers. They are responsible for the evaluation
of actions taken. There may be many decision-makers within an organization,
but for purposes of considering over-all effectiveness, it is conceptually per-
missible to think in terms of only one decision-maker. It is often convenient
to think of this person as a board of control, president, etc. Formal
organizational charts are usually of little or no help in identifying decision-
makers.

The identification of decision-makers is important, since they are the
ones with problems and objectives which can be valued and which must be

obt- ,ned or maintained. Operationally, they define the objectives, methods
for measuring the achievement of objectives, and specify the measurement of
the efficiency and effectiveness of alternatives when applied to objectives.
Similarly, they operationally define the alternatives or courses of action.

The objectives, in their raw form, must be refined, edited, and stated
in measurable form. Objectives which must be achieved in order for other
objectives to be achieved can be eliminated since they are really means to the
final objectives. Objectives which cannot be obtained, maintained, or effected
by available alternatives must be eliminated. Analysis will usually show that
many objectives, although stated in slightly different terms by different units

or decision-makers within the system, are actually identical and can thus be
combined. By these and other ways the objectives are reduced to manageable
and realistic form.

A measure of over-all effectiveness must be selected so that it can be
used to evaluate the extent to which the objectives are achieved. In business
and industry the achievement of such diverse objectives as maximizing profit,
increasing customer good will, and maintaining family control of the business
can all be measured in terms of money. This is always a problem, but there
are various methods available by which this can be done (3).

For example, in an educational institution one might have the following

three objectives: 1. to minimize expenditures, 2. to increase student
achievement, and 3. to maximize public support for education. It would be
possible to equate all of these objectives, for example, to dollars and cents.
It is not important what measure is selected, only that one measure is selected
for all objectives so that their Telative value can be established.
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Some may think that it is impossible to do this. The fact is that it is
done all the time. Every time budget decisions are made, educational gains
are being weighed against dollars. The public does this every time it votes
on bond or tax issues. When administrators drop or add classes or make
other curriculum changes, they are weighing dollars, educational gains, and
morale values on the same scale. The problem here is not can it be done, but
how accurately can we measure what is being done.

The weighting of objectives is of primary importance and is related to
the establishment of an over-all effectiveness measure. It involves the esti-
mation of the relative value of the various objectives. It is accomplished by
answering such questions as these: How many dollars is a given rise in
achievement measures worth? Is student achievement twice as important as
public regard or of equal importance? There are sufficiently reliable and
valid techniques for answering these questions.

Many factors in a situation might affect the achievement of objectives.
In general these are uncontrolled factors such as in-migration, enrollment
increases, changes in tax values or other sources of monetary support, or
they are alternatives (controllable factors) or courses of action which decision-
makers can manipulate or select, such as salary schedules, curriculum, and
class schedules.

There must be at least two factors (alternative courses of action or
uncc Atrollable factors) in order for a problem to exist. Alternatives can be
reg d as changes in the system. These might be changes in personnel,
such as reducing, augmenting, changing the nature of training, and qualifi-
c.ations. Alternatives might also consist of changes in operations, such as
small classes, large lecture sections, tearri teaching programmed instruction,
and individual study. Others might consist of changes in materials and/or
machines which in educational jargon would be defined by such things as student
characteristics, entrance requirements, selective admissions, and all types
of curriculum changes and emphases. Other alternatives might involve
changes in the actual environment, such as small institutions versus large
institutions, building design, and teaching materials and equipment. These
alternatives would bo refined and edited in much the same way as the objectives.

Construction and Solution of Models

A variety of stut Les and processes would be iequired to construct and
solve models which represented relationships among factors and objectives.
Many of these studies would resemble those now found in the category of re-
search known as institutional research. Predictive and follow-up studies
would be especially relevant, as would findings of pure research.

The construction and solution of models involves the defining and testing
of an efficiency function. An efficiency function would indicate the extent to
which a given alternative or uncontrollable factor affects the achievement of a
given objective. Therefore, for each alternative or uncontrollable factor
there would need to be an efficiency function for each objective.

After a set of relationships has been determined, control procedures
must be developed and established to check on them constantly. If the relative
importance of objectives changes, or if the efficiency function between an
alternative and an objective changes, the decision-maker must become aware
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of this, to avoid making decisions based on incorrect data or models. These

are, in general, ,he usual administrative on-going data, information-storing,
and analyzing processes of any institution.

Models are useful in many lines of endeavor. Basically, there are three

broad types of models. 1. Iconic models are models which "look like" that
which they represent. Small scale models of machines and vehicles would be

iconic models. These are least useful from the standpoint of systematic and
scientific analysis of systems. Z. Analogue models are somewhat more use-

ful, but still do not lend themselves to rigorous analysis. Analogue models

usually represent reality through analogous materials. For example, colors
on a map may be used to represent topographic features of a given area.
Length measurements on a slide rule represent mathematical relationships.
In some varieties of research electrical currents and pulses represent the flow

of pressure and water within canal systems, etc. 3. Symbolic models are
most useful for rigorous analysis. In such models el ments of reality are
represented through mathematical processes. For e mple, the relationships
among speed, distance, and time may be represented.j by arithmetical formulas.

Calculus permits the derivation of formulas to represent the acceleration of a

falling body.

Basically, there are five categories of symbolic models that have gener-
ally been shown to be useful. The variety of possible models within each of
these categories is probably infinite. The usual linear and multivariate
statistical models are also available.

Inventory models, in classical operations research, usually represent
problems associated with finding the optimum combination of time and amount
of ordering or otherwise procuring certain supplies. In such models the time

may be fixed and the quantity variable, the quantity fixed and the time variable,
or both may be variable. Numerous examples in educational institutions
immediately suggest themselves in this category. The procurement of text-

books and all sorts of supplies are obvious examples. The processing of
student admissions, as related to faculty procurement, might also be usefully
investigated through such techniques. Other processes, such as decisions to

issue bonds, construct buildings, and install equipment, might be appropriately.
managed through such models.

Allocation models generally relate to problems in which certain activities
must be accomplished to certain degrees with certain resources. The problem
is, usually, how should the resources be allocated to the activities so as to
maximize the over-all effectiveness? Other varieties of allocation models
involve the specification only of resources and not activities, or the
specification only of activities and not resources.

In industry the question of allocating given machines or plants to the
production of given commodities is an example- The manipulation to trans-
portation systems is another variety. For example, how can a given number

of school buses, garaged at specific points in a district, be routed to pick up

and deliver students to their schools, minimizing such things as cost and

student time enroute. Other problems which might be profitably investigated
by such techniques would be the assignment of faculty members to various
activities, the allocation of various curriculr programs among schools in given

geographic areas, or the allocation of rooms and facilities within a given
institution to certain activities, so as to minimize such things as room usage.
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Waiting line.models in. business and industry might illustrate super-
market check-out stands, tool supply rooms, and vehicles and passengers
arriving at transportation terminals. In general the problem takes two forms.
The arrival of certain units, with certain characteristics and needs, is known
(although there is 'usually a random process in operation), and facilities to
meet these necds must be determined; or the facilities are fixed and the problem
is to determine the proper scheduling and distribution of the arriving units.
Many elements of concern to educational institutions would appear to be
relevantly associated with these models. Attempts to answer questions such
as how many students and what kind of students may we expect next year, or
five years from now, might be profitably investigated with such models. Or,
given knowledge of the number and nature of future student bodies, how might
we best alter facilities and faculty within the given time period to meet this
anticipated need?

Replacement and maintenance models in industrial and business opera-
tions research take two general forms. One form is concerned with the
replacement of items which are subject to sudden failure. A relevant example
would be if a particular part of a machine has a failure pattern, how might the
probable cost of "down" time be related to the cost of maintaining spare parts,
so as to maximize the efficiency of the operation? The other form regards the
deterioration of items. For example, the quality of products from certain
types of machinery declines as the age of the machinery and its use increase.
What is the optimuxn ti-ne to replace or repair the machinery, to maximize
profits, while considering the cost of "down" time, the cost of rejecting
completed goods, etc. The problem of teacher turnover, dismissals, illnesses,
substitution, and sabbaticals might be fruitfully investigated through such
techniques. For example, how many faculty members will leave the institution
during the summer months ? Should these anticipated shortages be met by
hiring surplus faculty members or by maintaining a staff of stubstitutes? What
is the cost of hiring additional instructors and substitutes as opposed to the
cost of teacher overloads, crowded classes, and double sessions?

Competitive models take two general forms. One, which might be called
games, is involved with the identification of optimum strategies or courses of
action, given certain rules and_probable opponent or competitor actions.
Given that the opponent has courses of action L, M, and N available to him,
each with certain probabilities, what 'is the best course of action? These
models are of immediate use in the business world, in such areas as stock
market manipulations, insurance, advertising, market control, and politics.
These models might be useful for an administrator trying to select the best
courses of action to initiate in September, given that bond elections may pass
or fail in November with certain probabilities, that tax override elections may
pass or fail in February with given probabilities, and that a neighboring
district may open a new school in February or next September with given
probabilities.

Another category of competitive models is that of bidding models. These
are immediately relevant to business and industrial problems involved with
submitting competitive bids to secure contracts, and to the extent that competi-
tive companies "bid" for customer considerations. This type of model might
be useful for educational administrators competing for faculty members, or
for educational institutions competing with other public institutions for tax
funds, public support, etc.

In reality, of course, models being constructed to represent systems
will seldom be limited to one of the varieties discussed. Seldom are systems
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or organizations this simple. If a large industrial organization is represented
by a modcl, such a model would probably draw from all five varieties. It is
probable that complexities in educational institutions, no matter what level,
are at least of this order. For analytical purposes, related to specific time
periods or specific subsets of problems faced by the administrator, more
simplified models, perhaps restricted to one category, would probably be
useful.

Of primary concern is the criteria for selecting the components for
models. If the a 3sumption is made that a given model represents a real
systeni, this assumption is only valid to the extent that the components repre-
sent the relevant elements of the real system. For example, if an important
component of the system is not identified and included within the model, the
validity of the model and derived solutions would be questionable. If an avail-
able alternative is not identified or developed, an optimum solution can never
be certain. Similarly, if an important objective is not identified, confusion
will probably result. If the effect of a particular unit within the system is not
properly assessed, inaccurate results are almost certain.

Several methods of solving models, to identify the results of the relation-
ships among the components, are available. In business, industry, and
military organizations, these are often quite complicated, requiring the
services of skilled mathematicians. Due to the nature of the variables of
concern in educational organizations, it is suspected that these relationships
would not be as mathematically sophisticated. Only further study, research,
and application will answer this question.

In general there are optimum solutions which involve the effectiveness of
a total organization, and subopti.mum solutions which involve the effectiveness
of parts of the organization. In business, industry, and the military, sub-
optimum solutions are seldom of much use. It is probably that further work
will indicate that suboptimum solutions are of greater usefulness and importance
for educational organizations. This decision (optimum or subcptimum) must
necessarily be made when the research problem is formulatedwhen the
components are identified.

An example might serve to illustrate further the concept of administrative
research. We will assume that the three identified objectives and the two
alternatives (mentioned earlier) are discrete and exhaustive. A and B, as
before, will represent the alternatives. C, D, and E will represent the relative
importance of the three objectives. This assumes that a common measurement
scale has been derived for them. As before, U, V, and W. represent the
efficiency with which alternative B achieves the three objectives, and X, Y, and
Z represent the efficiency with which alternative A achieves-The same objectives.
To simplify the arithmetic, the importance (C) and the efficiency functions (U
and X) for the first objective (cost) will be "inverted. " That is, a higher
function will represent lower cost, a lower function will represent a higher
cost, and a higher "importance" of lower cost. S represents the effectiveness
function for alternative A, and T represents the effectiveness function for
alternative B. It must be remembered that this is the over-all effectiveness
of the organization, not for any single objective or group of objectives.

The following may then be regarded as the "concept" of operations
research as applied to executive decisions in an organization.
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Figure 1

A B
CDE X U =ST

U V
7 W

The arithmetic would be as follows:

CX + DY + EZ = S

CU + DV + EW= T

Having gone through this process, the decision-maker would be bound to the
selection of alternative A if S is larger than T, or alternative B if T is larger
than S. This is not mechanistic and does not replace the decision-maker by
some abstract formulas, machines, etc. Rather than base his decision on the
rather gross dichotomy of either A or B, he made a number of small decisions
(and hence probably more valid and reliable) when he developed C, D, E, X,
Y, Z, U, V, and W. Naturally, this could be expanded to include as many
objectives, alternatives, and uncontrollable factors as necessary. When the
relationships are more complex than those implied in this example, more
complicated "models" must be sought to explain the relationships. Seldom are
the objectives and alternatives discrete.

The final process in administrative research might generally be described
as the leadership aspect of administration. This involves finding ways to
implement changes in the system which appear to be desirable. In other words,
if administrative research indicates that alternativeB (tutorial examination
system) should be adopted, how does one go about making the necessary changes
in the system?

The information gained in identifying the components of the system would,
of course, be invaluable, especially the communications and control aspects
of the system and the identification of the decision-maker.

To summarize, it is suspected that administrative research, as a
methodology, a way of looking at problems, a method of analyzing problems,
a technique for understanding and controlling the processes 6f complex sys-
tems and organizations, would be useful in educational systems and organiza-
tions, would offer a'iationale for the combination and coordination of existing
types, techniques, methods, and theories of research.
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Outline of Processes of Administrative Research

1.. Analysis of the components of the decision situation

A. Defining the system or environment

1. Status of communications and control network at a given time

2. Control processes in communications network

a. Transformation
b. Sorting
c. First-order feedback (goal maintaining)

d. Memory (permits second-order feedback; goal changing)

e. Reflection (permits third-order feedback; goal changing;
recombination of memory to produce and reorganize new
alternatives; consciousness)

3. Change of communications network and control processes over time

B. Identifying decision-maker(s)

C. Identifying the objective(s)
1. Editing objective(s)

a. Elimination of prerequisite objective(s) (means)

b. Elimination of objective(s) unaffected by alternatives

c. Combination when possible, especially when same objective is
specified by different units of organization

2. Defining effectiveness measure
a. Quantitative objectives
b. Qualitative objectives

3. Weighting objectives

D. Analysis of factors affecting achievement of objectives

1. Identifying and editing alternatives (controllable factors)

2. Identifying uncontrollable factors

II. Construction and solution of models representing interactions among
alternatives, uncontrollable factors, and objectives

A. Defining the testing "efficiency" function for each alternative with each

objective, defining relationships between uncontrollable factors and
objectives, and defining relationships between uncontrolllable factors
and alternatives
1. Gathering of information through studies to define the test functions

a. Experimentationexternalinternal
b. Studies--internal
c. Survey- - external
el Tnve stigation
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2. Establishing controls over functions
B. Solution of model yielding effectiveness function for each alternative

1. Iconic models
2. Analogue models
3. Symbolic models

a. Inventory models
b. Allocation models
c. Waiting line models
d. Replacement and maintenance models
e. Competitive models

4. Selecting model components
a. Pertinence of components
b. Combining, dividing, and eliminating components
c. Specifying fixed, variable, random, etc. , components

5. Solving models
a. Analytical solutions
b. Numerical solutions
c. Monte Carlo solutions
d. Optimum and sub-optimum solutions

6. Putting solution to work
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Alfred D. Cavanaugh
University Of Detroit

You may have heard of Mark Twain's remark to the effect that all that is
needed for success is ignorance and self-confidence. I would not car,- to
detail the implications of this remark for college administration toda}; but I
have a feeling that it may have been widely applicable in the more leisurely
decades that preceded the Second World War, and even more so in the latter
half of the nineteenth century, when the American system of higher e .ucation
began to take on its present shape. Assuming that there is a grain oi truth
in Twain's assertion, we have a convenient explanation for the current empha-
sis upon information gathering and processing in higher education. Increasing
consciousness of our ignorance concerning what goes on in higher education
has undermined confidence in dealing with the future--a fearful future, fraught
with financial logjams, tidal waves of students, knowledge explosions, and
similar unnatural catastrophes. Indeed, I sometimes sense a feeling of near-
panic among many experienced top administrators as they look into the future
that our present-day educational Cassandras have detailed for us. It is highly
logical that such a situation should generate a great demand for information--a
logical step, but, as with most other logical steps, one taken only under a
great deal of outside pressure.

Demand has created supply, and now we have a substantial number of

information specialists. Companies such as IBM thoughtfully provide highly
developed information-processing equipment, and lo! a new profession is born.
The intellectual vistas that have opened are seemingly limitless, and of pro-
found import for the future of society. I doubt if there is anyone involved in
institutional research who has not at one time or another thrilled to the impli-
cations and potentialities of his work. But promise is not fulfillment, and the
elatibn that comes from enthusiasm is often succeeded by a dull thud following
the first touch of administrative reality.

Admittedly, the administrative situation is changing rapidly. Most
significantly, we see about us the rise of a "new breed" of educational adminis-
trators, characterized, as so often their predecessors were not, by a hunger
for information and open-mindedness with regard to new ideas. But we should
be extremely wary of assuming that objectivity and creativity on the part of the
top administration necessitate any delegation of administrative responsibility
to the information specialist. Difficult as it may be for professional special-
ists to accept, the results of institutional research are destined to be used,
and the determination of use lies in the hands of others.

This can be intensely frustrating for an individual, particularly since his
work is so close to a point of decision and action that it is almost impossible--
and, I would hold, undesirable--for him to abstract himself from consideration
of the practical use to which his findings will be put. But his influence is at
best indirect and incidental. Over a period of time he may find his positian
impossible to maintain with any degree of psychological stability. I suspect
that institutional research specialists will, as a group, be themselves studied
in another decade or two, and found to be characterized by a high degree of
mobility, strong atavistic yearnings for the classroom or routine office work,
and unusual susceptibility to offers of higher administrative positicns.

In more particular reaction to the paper presented by Dr. Hunter, I
would have to say, with all due respect to the efforts of IBM, that advances
in computer technology have not really solved the basic problems of institutional
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research. Looked at in a rather pessimistic way, you might say that Dr.
Hunter is showing us hcw to make our mistakes faster and more cheaply. In
no way is this a criticism of the equipment as such. It is highly proper for
technical experts to say, "Here is the equipment, this is what it can do, go
ahead and use it. " No assurnptiosns need to be made about the competence of
the person using the equipment, nor the ease with which his organization can
assimilate the information produced. Hopefully, the existence of the proper
tools will mean that, eventually, the job will be done. At least higher educa-
tion is not alone in its dilemma: many businesses are running into similar
problems in trying to accommodate themselves to the technological demands
of the computer.

The facts of the matter are that institutions of higher education have in
the past got along with so little information that it may well take a long, long
while for them properly to assimilate and act on the information that is now
becoming available. We are attempting to irrigate deserts, but we don't want
a flood. Even simple facts go a long way, where they represent the first
breath of reality in the decision-making process of a particular college. In
the larger institutions the computer already has come into its own, but the
work that it does is basically elemenary: it is simply going through those
ten thousand folders that Lee Hull referred to earlier and counting, albeit
with fantastic efficiency. Its chief relevance is still in terms of speed and
quantity; beyond simple statistical manipulations of the raw data its great
mathematical power remains unused.

With regard to Dr. Hendrix' paper, I would like to raise an assumption
not too often accepted or even discussed by administrative theorists. It arises
from what I have already said, but I am proposing it here because of its
theoretical importance for the future of simulation and model-building. It is
this: that there is an essential discontinuity between research and decision-
making. Dr. Hendrix seems to assume that there is not, and his argument
follows skillfully and logically from that assumption. If information alone is
to influence decisions, thea obviously the highest-quality information that can
be provided at any decision-point is the determining factor; and, ultimately,
although obviously not in the near future, it should be possible to automate
decision-making once a certain degree of sophistication in our techniques is
achieved.

Frankly, this gets us into trouble as institutional research specialists.
To the extent that we try to supplant our superiors by a simulated model, I
suspect that we will quickly lose op.r jobs. "1984" io not here yet, and I doubt
that many college administrators are anxiOus to hasten its arrival.

More seriously, there is a substantial jump between using a model as a
convenient means of testing hypotheses, and assuming that the results of any
test can be translated directly into action. In a recent article in the Harvard
Business Review (March-April, 1964), John Dearden discusses at length the
impracticality of the latter approach for business. An a fortiori argument
is inescapable: if this cannot be done in business, how can. it be done in
education with its host of indefinable parameters?

What seems relevant to Dr,. Hunter's paper seems to apply also to
Dr. Hendrix' thesis. What we need now and for the foreseeable future are
not highly developed models that tie research tightly into the administrative
decision-making process, but rather as many pertinent facts as can be
conveniently gathered and absorbed. Charles Babbage, a nineteenth-century
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inventory who anticipated the principles that underlie the modern computer

put the matter quite succinctly: "The errors which arise from the absence of
facts are far more numerous and durable than those whicE resul: from unsound

reasoning respectin, crue data. "

This indeed is my own personal conviction, and how I see t-he job of the

institutional research specialist. We are expected to provide relevant and
accurate data for the administrators who have to bear the respor sibility of

making the final decisions. By sheer force of these facts, I feel certain tha.t
we will contribute mightily to the making of wiser decisio as in higher education

ae
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Joe L. Saupe
Michigan State University

There may be some overlap with the previous discussion in the points
that I have to make, but it is possible that the approach may be sufficiently
different to be of interest. Our charge here today is to discuss new trends of
the far-out type. Despite this charge I cannot help but take a somewhat
conservative point of view in reacting to the previous two papers, particularly
to the latter. I say particularly the latter because I think I can visuali2;e the

"total systems concept" of data in the higher educational institution, as this

concept was described by Dr. Hunter. I have difficulty, however, in perceiving
the higher institution itself as a system to be completely described by quantita-

tive values and mathematical relationships, as outlined by Professor Hendrix.

My somewhat disconnected series of remarks, based upon this conservative
frame of reference, may, then, bring realism to the latter, idealistic
statement; they may bring us back to earth, so to speak.

My first reaction has to do with the implementation of the ideas discussed
in the papers. Dr. Hunter talked about this in terms of the necessity for an
integration of efforts in developing the total information system, and the need

for the support of all university officers. I submit, and it is a fact of life, that
many if not most of our top university officers have not passed through the third
and fourth stages of Prof essor boi's analysis of the sequential development of

higher institutions. Thus, they are not now and some may never be ready to
use the advanced and complex techniques outlined in Professor Hendrix' paper.
On the basis of the very sound principle that the administrator can be expected
to use information in management processes only if he comprehends the infor-
mation and the procedures used in deriving it, Professor Hendrix' paper
carries the implication that what we may need in the future is a course in
matrix algebra for college presidents. My point is that there is some very
difficult work yet to be done in integrating the efforts of the various university
offices on many of our campuses, if we are to develop common grounds for
communication among the offices and the officers, so that computers may
communicate for them across the various responsibility areas. The only
example I have from my own institution, and I doubt if it is more backward
than most others in this respect, is the simple matter of department codes.
Each administrative office that handles institutional data at my institutions has

one or more coding systems which it uses for departments. Except for our
office, most of these are designed only to arrange departments in alphabetical
or administrative organization order. Maybe what is needed in order to solve
pro:hems such as this is for the institutional research agencies to take the
initiative and actively promote the development of the coordination needed for
integrated data systems. This is a justifiable role for us because, again, as
Dr. Hunter very pertinently pointed out, the data that we need and use in
institutional research are more often than not the same basic data that are
maintained in the several other record-keeping offices of the institution.

My second point is that Dr. HendriX',Paper is'an. interesting 'academic
exercise. Because I am open-minded and committed to the aims of scholarship,
I hope that he continues it. I think he would admit that what he is doing is
exploring a problem area, and he would not claim to have final answers to
present to us. However, I am not as convinced as are some others that it
will ever come to pass that the "total operations analysis" technique will be
applied to higher institutions. Maybe ten or twenty years from now we may
be far enough advanced,in concepts and techniques to use some of the ideas of
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this global approach to institutional management. In the meantime, the show
must go on. I will be back in the office tomorrow and will be expected to be
carrying out institutional research.

My next point is a rather fundamental one. A major requirement of
Professor Hendrix' system is that all factors or components in the environment
be measurable, and even that all be measured on the same continuum. Further-
more, primary factors or components of the system are institutional objectives.
While my view may be limited, I cannot perceivb of a common continuum for
the measurement of, and I quote from his paper, "1. to minimize expenditures,
2.. to increase student achievement, 3. to maximize public support for educa-
tion, " which has sufficient validity to justify its use in the complex mathe.-
matical formulation underlying his approach. I submit, as did Professor
Cavanaugh, that the weighing of whatever modest evidence we can provide to
university officers is an essential ingredient of management processes which
keep the institution viable.

More specifically relevant to the measurement requirement is the point
that achievement tests can, I am convinced (and many others do not believe this),
be quite relevant to certain classes of institutional objectives. They are, how-
ever, relative measures, not absolute measures, and on this basis cannot be
combined with other measures on any absolute scale continuum.

The fundamental principle involved here--and it bothers me considerably
in my work--is that "the best education is that education which is least meas-
urable. " This principle has wide applicability. For example, in achievement
tests the measurement of knowledge of facts is considerably easier than the
measurement of creativity. In institutional cost and faculty load studies the
measurement problem is much easier, if all instruction takes place in organ:
ized classes with one instructor for each class than it is when team teaching,
independent study, television, and other atypical and, perhaps, "better"
arrangements are used. You may extend the list of illustrations of this
principle for yourself.

Another point is related to the fact that some of us may have concluded
from this three-day meeting that it is somewhat futile to attempt to define
"institutional research. " While I resist entering this arena of definition, I
cannot resist commenting that I don't like to be subsumed by anything whether
it be operations research or administrative research, and Professor Hendrix
argues that institutional research is so sub3sumed. The proper conduct of
institutional research has much in common with many of the ideas he discussed,
except that we use less-sophisticated, less-integrated approaches than those
described. For example, a basic concern for institutional objectives and the
attainment thereof should underly any institutional study, whether it be of
teaching methods or of teaching loads.

In the early and major portions of Professor Hendrix' paper, he empha-
sized the analysis of the "total system" and over-all institutional objectives.
Later; and thankfully to me, he talked about more restricted areas and analr-
ses of "subsystems" which might lead to "suboptimum solutions, " if I am
using his terminology correctly. I feel more comfortable with this latter
approach; it strikes me as more like what I have been doing in analyses of the
instructional program, in depth studies of individual departments, in studies
related to specific problems, and so forth. For example, he discussed
"inventory, " "allocation, " "waiting line, " and a couple of other models which
appeal to me on the basis of their potential ri.tility in solving restricted problems.
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At this point, the model or models outlined, in his paper are exceedingly more
likely to be of use in studying specific areas or in solving specific problems
than in dealing with global problems or total institutional operations.

Professor Hendrix suggested that models in education will not be as
sophisticated mathematically as those in business, industry, and the military.
I submit that after the ten or twenty years are up we will find the models for
education even more sophisticated than those in the other enterprises. They
may even be impossible to understand. Even if they can be formulated, as I

mentioned earlier, the decision-makers, by not being able to understand them--
even with the course in matrix algebra--won't believe them. We have enough
difficulty explaining to them what we mean by "full-time-equivalent faculty. "

Another reason that I'm not going to go home and try out this somewhat
grandiose approach to the development of data for decision-rnaking is that any
decision that is made changes the system and may even change it so drastically
that the original analysis will be effectively invalidated. Much time, effort,
and expense would have to go into the original analysis, and it would in all
likelihood result in its own obsolescence. One reason for the existence of
officers of institutional research is the fact that the registrars and business
officers could not adapt to the job when Professor Doi's third, fourth, and
fifth stages in the evolution of higher institutions were reached. A related
reason may be that these officers resisted changes because changes upset
their record systems. I hope that institutional research people will have that
adventuresome spirit that will enable them to welcome changes, to scrap the
methods and results of earlier studies, and to begin anew on the basis of the
changes they have helped bring about.

I like the suggestion of Professor Hendrix' paper that institutional analy-
sis must by nature be interdisciplinary. Institutional research cannot become
a true discipline in any traditional sense. Institution:al research needs the
help of many academic specialities in knowledgeably carrying out the diverse
types of studies that are needed. It is significant to note that we have these
resources on our campuses, in the form of faculty members in academic
departments. The only problem is to convince them that research in higher
education--even research on a single institution--is a respectable area for
work.

If I criticize Professor Hend7ix' ideas, I must suggest alternatives to
them. Therefore, I will mention a couple of approaches to institutional re-
search that have interested me. First, I have been intrigued with the methods
that some people have been using to project course enrollments and the uses
that they are making of the projections in academic management and planning.
Maybe this is really an example of a "simulation technique. " If this is true
then it is easier for me to think or talk about "simulation techniques" because
I have seen an example of one.

Another intriguing study is being carried out by Dr. John Dale Russell
at Indiana University. He is surveying ali the.offi- es on the campus of Indiana
University, to determine what institutional data are maintained in these offices,
and he is developing a taxonomy and a catalogue of the types of data. This
type of analysis will be of considerable value to the Bureau of Institutional
Research at Indiana and would be of similar value to other institutional research
offices in helping them go about their job. It will very effectively reveal dupli-
cations of efforts, instances where communication is lacking, voids in types of
data that can or should be collected, conflicting definitions and categorizations
of data, and so forth. These types of knowledge should be invaluable in
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attempts to increase the coordination of administrative offices, to move in the
direction of the integrated data systems of Dr. Hunter's paper, and even to
develop the systematic types of measures required for the techniques suggested
by Professor Hendrix.

Finally, out of concern for the criticism of institutional research and
other offices that data are often compiled, analyzed, and reported in the
absence of a consideration for the intended uses of the data, I have thought
about attempting to study and categorize the decisions that are made in the
planning, management, and evaluation process of higher educational institutions.
An analysis of the decision types and categories might produce enumerations
and categories of data that would be needed for and relevant to the decisions,
and thereby provide a framework within which institutional research in co-
operation with other offices could rationally plan the types of data to be
collected, stored, and reported and the types of special studies that are
needed.

In summary, let me say that, while some of my remarks may have been
critical, and I hope they were constructive, these two papers have focused
attention upon what I consider to be exceedingly significant problems faced by
institutional researchers: namely, the need for that increased communication,
cooperation, and coordination among diverse responsibility areas that will lead
to the integration of basic record systems, the need to keep institutional
objectives and purposes at the center of our attention in carrying out institu-
tional studies, and the need to develop new and imaginative methods for study-
ing and solving the variety Of problems and making the variety of decisions
faced by our institutions.
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Keith W. Smith
Southern Illinois University

In contrast to the approaches of the previQus respondents in which they

felt the impracticability of the two new techniques of the full data system and

methodology of operation research would cause them at some time to be a
threat to us in our job, I'm going to take the position that we had better all be

alert, at least, to this threat because we may be much closer to it than we

know. If it is indeed a threat, I think the advent to total information banks,

and the accessibility to them, are certainly a near reality. They are going

to be in our institutions very shortly, for better or for worse.

I also believe that the application of operations research techniques to
decision-making and planning in higher education can help us to lead ourselves
away from the era in which, as Al Cavanaugh said, the institutional or the

executive behavior is best defined as that by an individual who has enough
intestinal fortitude to make decisions without any information whatsoever.
This is in contrast to some place on a continuum where the decisions, the

alternatives, and their consequences can be better judged with data available
immediately for the judgment. My fear is that we may forget in looking at
this new technique and technology that we may be facing two very critical
problems. The first is generally summarized as some kind of a mechanization

of decision-making in which full faith and trust is placed in automated systems

and in techniques in which we over-rely on their validity and reliability to
our situation. A second possibility which frightens me is that the models that

we create by our "new technique" approaches could very well be cast in the

form of our present obsolete organizations and practices of higher education.

In the Automation of Knowledge, a paper presented to a conference on
higher education in Chicago last month, Louis Munford likened the threat of
automation in higher education to the plight of the sorcerer's apprentice.
Perhaps we in higher education, like the sorcerer's apprentice, have set in
motion the academic brooms and pails of water in increasing numbers and at
ever-increasing speeds without the old magician to stop this process before

we drown in the melee.

I am saying that I fear that we may be closer to this than we realize. I

read in Science Newsletter just yesterday that a machine was developed at
the University College of London which can, whenlpresented with an array of

its own components, simulate itself. I have spent some time where I have
seen operations control systems in which computers are not only recreating
their components, but they are testing whether or not they made any mistakes.
Perhaps we are approaching the level of sorcerer's apprentice.

My response to the papers is then intended as a caution against the
increasing tendency to accept automation in the place of humanism, as we
enter the age of scientific management in education.

Misinterpretation of facts is not a new phenomenon. I, too, would like

to refer to Mark Twain, as did Al, when Twain observed in his Life on the
Mississippi that scientists had discovered that the length of the Mississippi
channel was being shortened at the rate of approximately one mile per year
by the annual seasonal flood and the chatglng of that channel. His first
observation was that perhaps at the close of the last glacial period the
Mississippi was some six or seven thousand miles long and extranded out over
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the Gulf of Mexico and points south like a great fishing pole. He further
predicted that the citizens of New Orleans and of Minneapclis, Minnesota,
would at some future time be involved in the problems of a single
metropolitan form of government.

The use of budget formulas and cost formulas bothers me. At a recent
meeting of our state budget committee it was observed by one'person, a
heretic, that if it was going to cost same forty-five hundred dollars per year
to educate a graduate student, we had better ask the legislature to appropriate
forty-five hundred dollars for each of them and send them off to Harvard.

In the creation of our master plans in tne state of Illinois, it is bserved
in statistics of demography that we in southern Illinois, one of the depressed
areas of the USA, are faced with the unusual circumstance in 1980 of having
a minus two hundred people of the ages eighteen to twenty-one in eight of our
counties.

My plea is that automated knowledge and interrelation of this knowledge
is a critical problem for institutional researchers and the people they serve.
I would suggest a reading by anyone in this business, or anyone related to
higher education, of the paper by Munford. It will be in the proceedings of the
National Conference of Higher Education.

The real threat then is that someone is one day soon going to develop a
computer with a human arm and internal source of power.

Now lest this challenge be misinterpreted, let me again reiterate that
we are in the throes of developing a total information system for our institu-
tion with all manner of high7sounding equipment. We really believe a nd have
faith, or we would not be in this business, that this can help us as can the
operations research techniques which, up to now, have, in my opinion, not
been completely tested in industry and military.

We look forward to a better day in administrative behavior in our insti-
tution. Yet we hope that we will not become overly proud of our new toys and
our new techniques in the inquisition of fact and methodology to the point where
we forget the inquisition of the fact or knowledge within a framework of human
experience and time-tested values of the human personality who makes judg-
ments. Administrative officers must retain a freedom to make judgment
errors just occasionally, 'for this freedom of choice permits us to explore new
and suboptimal paths of the maze and to anticipate the unexpected and the
accidental forces which will come. From this choice or this freedom to make
errors, we are going to get the bold innovations and perhaps some risky
plunging that are so badly needed now in our present dilemma and are
absolutely essential if we are to do our future job in higher education. We are
grateful for the tools and the methods which can be provided to us to sharpen
our administrative procedures, but we must insure the role of ,the human
personality, with its infinite complexity, as the old sorcerer's magic to stop
the brooms and the buckets of water we have set in motion.
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PROGRAM

FOURTH ANNUAL NATIONAL INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH FORUM

Sunday, May 17

7:45 p.m. - General Session

Presiding: John E. Swanson, Chairman
Planning Committee
Director of Universities Study
The University of Michigan

Welcoming Remarks:

John E. Stecklein, Chairman
Local Arrangements
Director, Bureau of Institutional

Research
University of Minnesota

Panel: A Conceptual Framework for Institutional
Research: Three Points of View

Samuel Baskin
Director of Program Development and

Research in Education
Antioch College

Stuart Grout
Director of Academic Services
Boston University

Robert E. Hubbard
Director of Institutional Research
Wayne State University

Monday, May 18

9:00 - 9:45 p. m. General Session

The Role of Institutional Research in the
Formulation of Policy

Presiding: Thomas H. Shea
Director of Office of Institutional

Research
State University of New York

Panel: Eldridge Scales
Associate in Higher Educational

Research
New York State Department of

Education
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Vernon Hendrix
Assistant Professor of Education
University of California at Los Angeles

Lois Torrence
Director of Office of Institutional Studies
The American University

10:00 - 11:30 p. m. - Discussion Sections - (Five Sections in Five Rooms)

Institutional Research and the Formulation of
Policy in Sipecific Areas

Discussion sections will be held following the
presentations on Monday morning, Monday after-
noon, and Tuesday morning. These sections, each
of which will be concerned with the same area at
each meeting, will examine these areas in the light
of the preceding presentation. Participants may
continue with the same section each time or may
choose different sections each time from the
following:

Section A - Whom Should the Institution Serve?

Discussion Leader: Stanely 0. licenberry
Assistant to the Provost for

Institutional Research
West Virginia University

Section B - What Staff Does the Institution Seek to
Attract?

Discussion Leader: Urban G. Fleege
Associate Vice President for

Institutional Research and
Educational Planning

DePaul University

Section C - How Should the Institution Be Supported?

Discussion Leader: Homer E. Still, Jr.
Associate Director, Univer-

sities Study
The University of Michigan

Section D - What Should Be the Building Program
of the Institution?

Discussion Leader: Robert B. Smawley
Director of Educational and

Institutional Research
Eastern Washington State

College
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Section E - What Should Be the Curriculum of the
Institution?

Discussion Leader: Galen Drewry, Director
Institute of Higher Education
University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia

1:30 - 2:15 p. rn. - General Fes sion

3:00 - 4:30 p. tn.

Tuesday, May 19

The Role of Institutional Research in the
Implementation of Policy

Presiding: James L. Miller, Jr.
Associate Director for Research
Southern Regional Education Board

Panel: D. Gordon Tyndall
Director of Analytical Studies
University of California

Carl E. Wedekind
Director of Educational Planning
University of Pittsburgh

- Discussion Sections

Section A

Section B

Section C

Section D

Section E

9:00 - 9:45 a. rri. - General Session

The Role of Institutional Research in the Evaluation
of Policy

Presiding: David V. Martin
Coordinator of Institutional Studies
Duke University

Panel: Everett H. 'Hopkins, Vice President for
Planning and Institutional Studies

Duke University

Charles E. Howell, Director
.iiureau of University Research
Northern Illinois University
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James R. Montgomery
Director of Institutional Research
University of Tennessee

10:00 - 11:30 a. m. - Discussion Sections

Section A

Section B

Section C

Section D

Section E

1:30 - 2:30 p. m. Business Meetin, NIRF

Presiding: John E. Swanson

Greetings: 0. Meredith Wilson, President
University of Minnesota

2:30 - 3:00 p. m. University of Minnesota West Bank Campus Planning

Winston A. Close
Professor and Advisory Architect
University of Minnesota

3:15 - 5:00 p. m. Tours of Campus and Institutional Research
Facilities

7:30 - 9:00 p.m. - Evening Session

Presiding: L. Joseph Lins
Professor and Coordinator of

Institutional Studies
University of Wisconsin

The Role of Institutional Research in the
Administrative Process

James I.: Doi.
Director of Institutional Research and

Professor of Higher Education
New York University

Wednesday, May 20

9:00 - 11:30 a. m. General Ses s ion

New Techniques in Institutional Research

Presiding: Leroy E. Hull
Associate Director, Bureau of

S7Institutional Research
Indiana University
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Panel: G. Truman Hunter
Administrator of Educational Program
Data Processing Division
International Business Machines

Vernon Hendrix
Assistant Professor of Education
University of California at Los Angeles

Al Cavanaugh
Director of Institutional Research
University of Detroit

Joe Saupe
Assistant Director of Institutional

Research
Michigan State University

Keith Smith
Administrative Assistant to the

President
Southern Illinois University

Adjournment
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